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ABSTRACT
The utility of high-resolution bathymetric surveys important to many problems in oceanography is often limited by the poor navigation options available
to Unmanned Underwater Vehicles. This thesis presents a novel method to integrate conventional dead-reckoning navigation with recent advances in factor graph
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algorithms. Dead-reckoning is
represented in the factor graph as a new type of factor using a linearized state transition model derived from the Extended Kalman Filter commonly used for dead
reckoning. The new factor graph submap-SLAM is faster and more scalable than
prior methods and is shown to properly represent navigation uncertainty. This
new method is used to evaluate change detection algorithms using surveys before
and after excavation of the Monterrey A shipwreck. Factor graph submap-SLAM
is shown to significantly reduce change detection artifacts caused by navigation
error. Finally, a derivation using the Cramer Rao Lower Bound demonstrates that
all of the navigation improvement provided by SLAM over dead reckoning results
from the quality of submap matches. This result leads to a metric that may be
evaluated online during a survey to assess the terrain matching potential and may
be used in the future to optimize survey trajectories for post-processing.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1

Overview
Mapping is a fundamental tool for ocean exploration and research. Maps are

important tools in geology [1], biology [2], archaeology [3, 4, 5], and many other
fields. In addition to providing context for qualitative analysis of sites, the resulting bathymetric models are increasingly being used for quantitative analyses,
including habitat classification [6], numerical modeling [7] and long-term monitoring [8]. Maps also have important roles in a number of policy applications including
antiquities conservation [9], ocean spatial planning [10], and resource management
[11].

Figure 1: The approximate sensor layout on Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV)
Hercules is shown on left. The camera footprints are shown as red and blue boxes
and the MultiBeam Echo Sounder (MBES) sonar as a line of blue dots. The
sensors remain fixed on the vehicle throughout a survey. Large areas are covered
by moving the entire vehicle back and forth across the target area, as shown on
right. The vehicle track is shown as a grey line running back and forth over the
surface of the resulting survey, and an example MBES footprint is shown in cyan.
Mapping in the deep ocean presents a number of unique challenges. Imaging
systems offer a trade-off between covering large areas and providing detailed data.
1

Placing a sensor closer to a surface gives greater measurement resolution over a
smaller area. Surveying the deep ocean floor from the ocean’s surface limits a
surveyor to a single choice of altitude. Higher resolution and greater flexibility
are obtained by deploying a sensor in the water column. This approach is most
commonly done by mounting a seafloor imaging sensor on an unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV). UUVs are broadly classified into two categories. Remotely
operated vehicles (ROV) are controlled and powered through a tether to a support
vessel. Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) are controlled autonomously by
an onboard computer. This dissertation is directly applicable to high-resolution
deep-ocean bathymetric surveys from both classes of UUVs in depths over 1000m.
To produce maps, bathymetric data are first collected by moving a seafloor
sensor back and forth over the target area in parallel track lines. The final map is
made by combining the seafloor measurements with the position of the sensor at
the time each measurement was made. A variety of bathymetric sensors may be
used and are introduced in greater detail in Section 1.1.1. GPS does not work underwater, making estimation of the sensor’s position and orientation by computing
a navigation solution for the dive the greatest challenge in surveying from UUVs.
Position data is provided by a combination of acoustic positioning sensors, which
suffer from insufficient accuracy, and dead-reckoning, which produces a solution
exhibiting steadily increasing error over time. These methods are further detailed
in Section 1.1.2. The primary challenge in surveying from UUVs is to limit the
error introduced by navigation.
Using previously-collected seafloor data to help find the location of a ship
is a traditional navigation method dating back centuries [12, 13]. This method,
known in its modern form as terrain-aided navigation, continues to be an area of
active research with a broad range of applications [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. UUVs often
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survey areas where no high-quality maps are available, as producing such maps is
the survey objective. The solution is to simultaneously estimate both a navigation
solution and the resulting map. This approach is referred to in the literature as the
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) problem or Concurrent Mapping
and Localization (CML). The SLAM problem has been extensively studied over
the last 30 years and a few relevant results in underwater mapping are described
in Section 1.3.
A SLAM method may be evaluated using a number of criteria including quality of the final corrections, required data, and execution time. Map quality is
directly influenced by the quality of the navigation, making evaluation of the map
and navigation quality equivalent. Without GPS measurements, the navigation
accuracy is difficult to evaluate, although external navigation data are used when
available. Evaluating map quality is also non-trivial. This work relies principally
on the Hausdorff distance self-consistency error metric of Roman & Singh [19] that
measures the maximum error between overlapping survey lines. Different SLAM
approaches require different sets of input data. On-line methods use only the data
that have been collected so far. Off-line methods use all data for a given site and are
necessarily restricted to post-processing. Real-time processing presents a number
of challenges beyond requiring causal algorithms. Processing power on untethered
UUVs is often limited by power constraints. Adding more computing power uses
power that may otherwise be used to increase vehicle endurance. Processing surveys on the vehicle can reduce the maximum survey duration. The work presented
here is concerned with producing the highest-quality map products possible from
the collected data using post-processing methods.
One SLAM method for underwater bathymetric surveying is the SubmapSLAM method introduced by Roman [20]. This method groups consecutive pings
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together into rigid “submaps” and uses standard SLAM techniques to refine an
estimate of the position of each submap. The underlying approach is described in
greater detail in Section 1.3.1. The original Submap-SLAM algorithm was implemented with an augmented-state Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). While effective,
the EKF proved computationally prohibitive for large numbers of submaps. Sparse
matrix methods using factor graphs have been a popular recent advancement for
addressing large SLAM problems [21, 22, 23]. A new method to adapt the deadreckoning constraints of Submap-SLAM to factor graphs is discussed in Chapter
2. Factor graph methods are a general approach to solving large probabilistic constraint networks and may be applied to a number of problems. The novel factor
graph construction method is then applied to the practical problem of detecting
bathymetric change during the excavation of the Monterrey A shipwreck in Chapter 3. Although few statistically significant changes are measured, the versatility
of the factor-graph dead-reckoning constraints introduced in Chapter 2 is demonstrated with application to both Submap-SLAM and an uncalibrated long-baseline
(LBL) acoustic navigation network. Submap-SLAM performance at Monterrey A
suggests that not all areas of the sea floor are equally useful for submap matching.
The implications of this for SLAM performance are studied further in Chapter
4. SLAM performance is found to depend principally on the quality of submap
matches. An online algorithm to score different areas of seafloor for their usefulness
to a later SLAM algorithm is introduced. Together, these studies demonstrate the
broad applicability of factor graph methods to practical problems in deep-water
bathymetric surveying and propose a metric to guide online survey planning in the
future.

4

1.1.1

Mapping Sensors

A variety of sensors may be used to measure the shape of the seafloor from
a UUV, including Multi-Beam Echo Sounders (MBES), stereo cameras and structured light systems. MultiBeam Echo Sounders (MBES) are the typical mapping
sensor. They provide excellent coverage in a variety of water conditions and ranges
but suffer from resolution limited to the order of centimeters. Stereo cameras produce very high-resolution surfaces and image data, but are limited by water quality
and the poor propagation of light in water. Structured light systems are an emerging but unproven technology that attempts to provide the resolution of stereo
systems with improved robustness to water quality issues.

Figure 2: Data from a 1.35MHz ROV-mounted MBES survey of the U-166 reduced
to 2.5cm grid cells (colored) compared with data from a 30kHZ ship-mounted
MBES in 1300m of water reduced to 15m grid cells (Grey tiles). While using
fundamentally similar methods and beam shapes, the differences in frequency make
each system uniquely suited to surveying at a particular scale.
Acoustic-based systems have long been the standard tool for surveying from
ships and UUVs. Unlike electromagnetic energy, acoustic energy propagates well
through seawater. Although propagation is robust to particulates in the water col5

umn, it is strongly influenced by the sound velocity profile [24]. Most propagation
effects can be corrected for with post-processing, and the short distances common
in ROV surveying limit the impact of these phenomena. The long wavelength of
acoustic waves in seawater ( 7.6mm at 200kHz) limits the resolution of acoustic
sensors.
Acoustic absorption and scattering in seawater are frequency-dependent [25].
Multibeam systems may be constructed to operate at low frequency, long range,
and limited resolution; high frequency, short range, and higher resolution; or anywhere in between. For example, the E/V Nautilus is equipped with a 30kHz
Kongsberg EM302 MBES that can provide resolutions of 25-50m at ranges up
to 8,000m. The Remotely Operated Vehicle ROV Hercules has a 1.35MHz Blueview MB1350-90 that measures with 0.025-0.050m resolution at ranges up to 15m.
These systems output similar types of data at vastly different scales (Figure 2).

Figure 3: Raw ping data from the Blueview MB1350-90 mounted on ROV Hercules.
Range rings (white) are in meters. The detected seafloor is shown with red marks.
MBES systems work by transmitting a narrow slice of acoustic energy in a
transmit beam perpendicular to the sensor’s direction of motion. Anything in the
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water column scatters acoustic energy back to the sensor. The sensor’s receive array
then beaks the incoming return into beams by beamforming slices parallel to the
direction of motion. By examining the backscatter over time and receive direction,
the sensor builds a picture of acoustic backscatter as a function of distance from
the sensor and angle from centerline, as shown in Figure 3. The sea floor is then
assumed to be the hard object with a solid return closest to the sensor, and its
range is recovered using one of several bottom detection algorithms [26, 27] .
Each ping from a MBES produces a line of soundings along the seafloor.
Most multibeam systems can measure a swath from 45◦ to 150◦ wide. While these
soundings are often quite accurate, they convey information about a very small
portion of the seafloor. This makes the SLAM problem much harder because it
is very difficult to use a single ping to measure the location of the UUV based on
previous measurements.
Although most commonly used to take seafloor images, stereo cameras also
produce bathymetric data. By configuring two cameras with overlapping fields
of view and simultaneous exposures, it is possible to triangulate portions of the
seafloor and recover a distance from the camera to the seafloor. Stereo images
may be processed using either dense or sparse methods. Dense methods attempt
to match each pixel or image patch in one image to another image patch in the
corresponding image. This method can produce extremely accurate, dense pointclouds with hundreds of thousands of data points per image. However, it often
fails near edges, occlusions, and regions of poor texture. Sparse stereo processing
methods identify individual features and match them between images. A variety of
methods to identify and features may be used, including the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF). Sparse stereo
generates a much smaller number of points per image pair, often on the order of 10’s
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to 100’s, but there is often a high probability these features may be matched between multiple stereo pairs that overlap [28, 29, 30]. Cameras image a rectangular
portion of the seafloor. Registering overlapping stereo image pairs is significantly
aided by the large amount of information spread over a wide 2D region of the
seafloor, in contrast to the single line of soundings from MBES systems.
Stereo cameras provide a wealth of information, but are severely limited by
light’s poor propagation through seawater. A number of effects degrade stereo
imaging performance underwater. Absorption typically limits the maximum practical range of cameras with artificial illumination to altitudes less than 5m in most
situations. Particulates in the watercolumn scatter light back at the camera and
degrade image quality [31, 32, 33, 34]. The backscatter problem is particular evident in coastal regions.

Figure 4: Single track lines from a 1.35MHz MultiBeam Echo Sounder (top) and
a structured-light line scanner (bottom). 1.35 MHz is a very high multibeam
frequency and may be considered typical of the highest-resolution MBES systems
commercially available. Both datasets are shown on a 5mm grid. Calibration
remains a key challenge for the structured-light sensor.
The application of structured light sensors to bathymetric measurement grew
out of efforts to match the resolution of stereo techniques with a sensor that is
more robust to backscatter. The structured-light sensor consists of a sheet laser
and camera mounted on a rigid rig of known geometry. This arrangement minimizes the volume of water that is both illuminated and in the camera’s imaging
8

frustum in an attempt to reduce the impact of backscatter. As the structured-light
system relies strictly on geometry and backscatter to recover 3D structure, rather
than recognizing common areas or features between images, the sensor can still
produce highly-accurate results on surfaces with uniform texture. The density of
measurements from the structured light sensors can be very high. Like MBES systems, the structured-light sensor on Hercules produces a single line of data under
the vehicle [35].
1.1.2

The Navigation Problem

Navigation is the greatest challenge in underwater surveying. Radio waves do
not propagate underwater, limiting the use of GPS to infrequent surface measurements. Deep-ocean surveys are typically conducted in water depths of more than
1km and may require hours to descend from the surface and its available GPS
measurements. A variety of methods have been used to allow UUVs to navigate
underwater.
One common solution is to integrate the vehicle’s velocity over time to produce
a position estimate, known as “dead-reckoning” (DR). This method is similar to,
but more accurate than, the well-known method of inertial navigation. In practice,
a dead-reckoning navigation solution typically includes inertial measurements. Vehicle velocities are measured with a Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) rigidly mounted
on the UUV. The DVL measurements must be rotated from a vehicle-oriented reference frame to a global reference frame. This transform requires accurate attitude
measurement. Attitude error is often a larger source of error in the final position
than the velocity measurements themselves [36, 37].
Error in the global velocity estimate from both attitude and velocity measurement adds up over time, resulting in a navigation solution that is extremely
precise in the short term but becomes increasingly inaccurate over time. The posi-
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tion given is relative to the start of the integration and is not geo-referenced. While
it is possible to use inertial / DR solutions in the water column, several phenomena
significantly degrade accuracy. Measuring velocity relative to the seafloor also requires the seafloor to be within range of the vehicle’s DVL. Typical UUV-mounted
DVLs have maximum ranges of 50-600m, far less than common deep-ocean survey
depths of 1000-4000m. While it is possible to measure velocity relative to the water
column, water is often moving due to currents. Descents to over 1000m typically
take over an hour, which is enough time for these effects to degrade a surface fix.
Another navigation method is to use an acoustic positioning system. Two
types of acoustic positioning are commonly in use. Long BaseLine (LBL) systems
rely on ranges between the UUV and multiple seafloor-moored beacons and use
trilateration to calculate a position. LBL systems can provide meter-level position
over areas of many square kilometers or sub-meter accuracy over smaller areas.
Deploying beacons is time consuming, expensive, and may be prohibited by law in
ecologically- or archaeologically-sensitive areas. These limitations have motivated
a strong interest in alternatives.
The other popular acoustic position method is Ultra-Short BaseLine (USBL)
positioning. USBL systems use a much smaller transducer array to measure the
position of the UUV relative to a support vessel. This relative position may be
combined with the support ship’s attitude and GPS-based position data to produce
an estimate of the UUV’s global position. While relatively easy to deploy and use,
USBL positioning accuracy decreases with depth as the effect of small angular
errors increases. A quarter degree error in measuring the depression angle to
the vehicle introduces a positioning error of only 11cm at a depth of 25m, but
nearly 11m at a depth of 2500m. In addition to accuracy limitations of the USBL
array itself, angular error is also introduced by the need to measure the attitude
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of the USBL receive array. In order to recover the position of the UUV in a
geodetic reference frame, it is necessary to rotate the position vector of the UUV
from a ship-oriented reference frame to a globally-oriented reference frame. This
transform requires the ship’s roll, pitch, and heading at the time the ping was
received. Measurement error and latency in processing and communicating the
ship’s attitude to the USBL system all contribute significantly to error in the final
position.
An example of USBL performance in the field at 2600m depth is shown in
Figure 5. Fusing sensors with different error characteristics is a classic problem
in robotics. One traditional solution is to use an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
to fuse DR measurements with the USBL fixes [38]. The EKF solution can be
corrupted by outliers, and biases in the USBL fixes can further corrupt the resulting
solution as shown by the blue trackline in the top of Figure 5. Even if these
issues were resolved, the USBL system may be too inaccurate for use at depth.
A 2D-histogram of the distance between the USBL fixes and DR track is shown
in on the bottom-left of Figure 5. These distances have a standard deviation of
approximately 10m in each x and y. The solution is better-constrained in depth.
The depth difference has a standard deviation of 0.5m and is shown on the bottomright of Figure 5.
Much like using a MBES from the surface, variations in sound speed throughout the water column may cause the USBL pings to travel along a curved path
between the vehicle and receive array. Much of this distortion can be corrected
using ray-tracing models. These models require accurate information about the
sound velocity profile to function accurately. While maintaining an accurate sound
velocity profile is often a priority during shipborne MBES surveying, during UUV
operations it is typically only measured during the vehicle’s descent and ascent.
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Figure 5: An example of deep-ocean USBL navigation performance at Tempus
Fugit in 2600m of water. The navigation tracks were aligned by subtracting the
mean position difference in x, y, and z.
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Current sound-speed profiling instruments require a cable or thin wire back to the
ship. The risk of the profiling instrument colliding with the UUV or that wire becoming entangled with the UUV is significant enough that deploying conventional
profiling methods during a UUV dive is uncommon. Future profiling technologies
that communicate acoustically and can be deployed in a manner that prevents
collision with the primary UUV may provide better data in the future [39, 40].
Recently, dead-reckoning has been augmented with additional sensor measurements. Several variations on the concept of LBL-style acoustic range measurements have become a popular addition to acoustic communications. These systems
provide a single range measurement from a GPS-equipped surface beacon. With
the increased availability of highly-accurate timing sources, synchronous one-way
travel time from a collection of surface beacons has also proven a useful method
[41, 42, 43]. While this research is promising, surface buoys and other one-way
navigation sources present another set of systems to maintain and recover.
1.2

Data Sources
Data for this thesis was collected using the ROV Hercules deployed from the

E/V Nautilus. Hercules is part of a two-body ROV system that includes the
depressor Argus. Argus provides both overhead lighting and a top-down view of
Hercules. Both vehicles are shown in Figure 6.
All surveys are conducted by Hercules. The navigation sensors mounted on
Hercules are summarized in Table 1 and include the usual ROV dead reckoning
(DR) sensor suite [44]. Operational navigation during surveys uses a combination
of Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) based dead-reckoning in real-time with DVLNAV
[45] and the USBL system.
Hercules is equipped with several imaging sensors for mapping. Bathymetric
mapping is done with a BlueView MB-1350-90 1.35MHz multibeam sonar with
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(a) Hercules being launched

(b) Argus during launch

Figure 6: Hercules and Argus during launch. Argus usually flies above Hercules to
provide overhead lighting and situational awareness. the two vehicles are connected
by the yellow tether visible in both images.
Instrument
Ixsea Octans
North-seeking gyro
RDI Doppler
Velocity Log
Paroscientific
Depth sensor
Tracklink
TL-5000 USBL

Variable
heading,
pitch, roll
body-frame
velocity
depth

Sample Rate
10Hz

Precision
0.1◦ -0.01◦

4-10Hz

0.3% or better

2Hz

<2cm

x, y, z

0.1Hz

10m

Table 1: Navigation sensors on ROV Hercules
a nominal 90◦ footprint. The BlueView is typically processed to produce 256
overlapping beams with a 1◦ beamwidth. All beams are arrayed in a fan under
the vehicle with a fixed transmit beam. In addition, Hercules has a stereo pair of
Allied Vision Tech GC1380 1.4 megapixel cameras. An experimental structuredlight laser system with a 532nm green sheet laser and a third GC1380 camera is
the most recent addition to the imaging suite. Although initial results suggest
sub-millimeter precision is possible, concerns about calibration quality keep this
sensor from being a major focus of this work. The mounting location and footprint
of these sensors is shown in Figure 1.
Surveys are typically conducted with back-and-forth survey lines in a “mowing
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the lawn” pattern. Survey line spacing is determined by the required overlap and
is commonly 1-2m at a survey altitude of 3-5m. Survey speeds also vary from
survey to survey, but are typically 10-20cm/s.
1.3

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), methods attempt to over-

come the limitations of current UUV navigation methods by using mapping data
collected by the UUV to further constrain the navigation. SLAM is a form of
terrain-aided navigation that does not require an a priori map of the environment. Terrain-aided navigation estimates UUV poses using available sensor data
and odometry; SLAM solves for UUV poses and a map using the same data.
SLAM has been applied to many different problems since the mathematical
foundations described in Smith and Cheeseman [46, 47]. Early research focused
on identifying global features in the environment and directly estimating their
locations as a map. These feature-based estimation problems have been solved
with Extended Kalman Filters [48, 49, 50], Sparse Extended Information Filters
[51], and, most recently, factor graphs [21]. The underwater environment does not
usually provide the sort of easily-identifiable features that feature-based SLAM
methods require. Globally-unique features are rare in natural seafloor settings.
Alternatively, pose-based SLAM methods use local features to estimate a constraint between two vehicle poses. The most successful examples of this underwater
have been visual SLAM methods [8, 51, 52, 29, 53, 54]. These algorithms use local
features from overlapping image sets to estimate the relative offset between nonsequential vehicle poses. Corner-based image features and descriptors, such as
the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) or Speeded-Up Feature Transform
(SURF) are the most commonly used.
Natural underwater bathymetry does not usually include sharp corners suit-
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able for use with gradient-based feature descriptors. Unlike photographic methods,
a single measurement from a MBES or structured-light laser sensor can not provide
a well-conditioned constraint between vehicle poses.
Two approaches have been used to overcome this limitation. The first technique, known as Submap-SLAM, is to goup consecutive pings into submaps and
will be introduced in Section 1.3.1. The second use a non-parametric estimation
framework to address the non-Gaussian behavior of constraints between pings.
Barkby’s BP-SLAM uses a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter to represent the nonGaussian x, y position estimates that result from these weak constraints [55, 56].
BP-SLAM has proven fast and robust, but produces maps that are less selfconsistent than those produced by Submap-SLAM. Particle filter methods become
computationally-intensive as additional state variables are estimated. For this reason, BP-SLAM uses particles only for the x and y states and represents other
states, including depth and altitude, using a Kalman filter. Finally, it is not immediately obvious how to couple the non-parametric BP-SLAM with parametric
structure-from-motion techniques commonly used with visual SLAM. BP-SLAM
is well-suited to real-time navigation but is less optimal for post-processing.
1.3.1

Submap-SLAM

Submap-SLAM addresses the limited information content of individual pings
by grouping consecutive pings into rigid submaps. Submaps must be small enough
that dead-reckoning error within a submap is negligible compared to sensor resolution. Each submap is represented as a pointcloud relative to the submap origin.
The vehicle pose at the time of the first ping is used as this origin. Submaps
are assumed to be rigid at creation time and are moved around by the SLAM
algorithm but not updated internally. Overlapping submaps may then be registered to provide constraints between the origin of each submaps. The collection of
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dead-reckoning (DR) constraints between submaps and relative submap registration constraints is then used to produce an improved navigation solution.

Figure 7: Construction of a bathymetric submap during a survey by Hercules.
Hercules’ path is shown in red, with submap borders drawn in magenta. Consecutive pings are grouped together to provide enough information to constrain the
registration process.
The idea of using overlapping bathymetric survey lines to improve navigation
in an ad-hoc fashion dates back at least as far as the 1980s and pre-GPS shipboard
multibeam surveying [57]. Additional survey lines remain a key quality-control
method on hydro graphic surveys [58]. Roman [20] extended this basic concept
into a formal SLAM framework using an augmented-state Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) to solve the resulting constraint network. The work presented here adopts
Roman’s submap assumptions and construction techniques. Like most EKF-based
SLAM methods, the original Submap-SLAM algorithm was theoretically limited
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to a small number of submaps. Early attempts [59, 53, 60] to adapt SubmapSLAM to scalable SLAM algorithms produced promising results despite using a
poor representation of the DR constraints. A new method to add DR constraints
to a factor graph based on a state-transition model is presented in Chapter 2. This
new approach for loosely-coupling the DR and SLAM estimators closely follows
the approximations made by the EKF DR filter and faithfully represents the conditional probabilities output by that filter while still minimizing the number of
variables that must be solved by the final SLAM estimator. These DR constraints
are applicable to other problems requiring a navigation factor graph for a UUV
equipped with high-quality DR sensors.
Submap Center
Submap
Center
Odometry Link
DR
Link
Submap Link
Submap
Link
Rejected Submap Link
Rejected Link
Submap Border
Submap
Border

Example Factor Graph Over Monterrey A Post-Disturbance Survey

Figure 8: Submap-SLAM breaks a survey into submaps. Measurements generate constraints between submap origins from dead-reckoning odometry (blue) and
submap registration (green) are used refine the navigation solution. The example
here shows a set of submaps for three lines from the Monterrey A post-disturbance
survey. The full survey includes 123 submaps.
Unlike particle-filter methods, factor-graph Submap-SLAM may be readily
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combined with other factor graph SLAM methods. Camera data has been combined with Submap-SLAM techniques to produce a single improved navigation solution for multiple sensors in [53, 23]. In addition to providing maps from multiple
sensing modalities, such sensor fusion allows for multi-sensor reconstruction techniques that choose an optimal sensor source for each grid cell [54]. Extensive study
of factor graphs by the robotics community extends beyond simply adding more
sensor types. Anchor nodes [61] provide a mechanism for merging multi-session
surveys. Multi-session surveys usually result from multiple survey efforts over a
single, unchanging site. Chapter 3 uses anchor nodes to merge Submap-SLAM
results from surveys before and after excavation of the Monterrey A shipwreck to
detect changes made by the excavation.
Factor graph Submap-SLAM is significantly more computationally efficient
than the augmented-state EKF Submap-SLAM of [21, 22], typically running in
minutes instead of hours. Submap registration remains a computationally-intense
task. The submap registration process could be run in parallel by processing
each registration independently. With simple submap registration techniques and
maps with tens of millions of soundings, like those presented here, factor graph
Submap-SLAM can run all processing steps in an hour when running on commodity
hardware.
Submap-SLAM does suffer from two drawbacks common to most parametric SLAM frameworks. First, the measurement models must be approximately
linear and Gaussian [16]. Factor graph Submap-SLAM addresses non-linearities
by using the non-linear factor graph introduced by Dellart and Kaess [21]. The
fully-nonlinear measurement models are explicitly represented in the factor graph.
The entire factor graph is then dynamically re-linearized during the optimization
process. While the Gaussian noise approximation is usually acceptable for physical
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sensors, it may be less applicable to registration outputs. The second significant
drawback to factor graph SLAM is that it is not robust to poor data association.
In the context of Submap-SLAM, poor data association results from registration
errors. Common registration errors include matching submaps based on a local
minima of the alignment metric instead of the global minima, matching two similar submaps that do not actually overlap, and underestimating the true uncertainty
of the registration result. Even a single registration error can add more error to the
final navigation solution than was present in the original dead-reckoning. A more
complete discussion of this phenomena and a method to identify seafloor regions
less likely to produce submaps that suffer from this effect is introduced in Chapter
4.
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CHAPTER 2
Representation of Dead Reckoning Odometry in Factor Graphs
2.1

Introduction
Dead reckoning (DR) is a fundamental part of most SLAM methods. It is

unusual in SLAM for any single measurement to provide a complete observation of
the vehicle’s state. A DR solution is used to link vehicle states so that the partial
observations can be combined to form a complete estimate. This process is conceptually similar to the “running fix” in traditional navigation, in which incomplete
information about a vehicle’s position is advanced in time using integrated velocity information so that it may be combined with additional measurements that
occur at a later time [1]. In SLAM methods, dead reckoning is used to advance an
estimate of the vehicle’s state and the uncertainty of that estimate in time. With
most sensors, SLAM requires only the pose, or position and attitude, of the vehicle
and not the complete vehicle state.
Dead reckoning requires a full vehicle state that includes both pose and any
other variables, such as velocity, required by the particular vehicle process model
in use. As shown here, any linearizable process model may be used. A simple
constant-velocity model presented in Section 2.2 and is used for this chapter. The
DR filter requires that this full state is complete, meaning that additional states
provide no information that would help predict the vehicle’s future motion [27].
Given the previous state, a complete state is conditionally independent of all other
prior states. This conditional independence is they key property that may be
exploited to efficiently solve the factor graph.
In contrast to traditional navigation methods, SLAM methods require updating an estimate of the vehicle’s trajectory over its complete history rather than
just the most recent pose. This way, new information from another photograph,
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bathymetric data, or some other observation may be used to constrain against and
refine the pose estimate of previously-collected observations. A vehicle pose history is only necessary for sensors that make measurements relative to other poses
or a landmark in the environment.
The total number of variables to be estimated presents a practical performance limit on the maximum size of a dataset. Individual states are collections of
variables that describe the vehicle at a specific moment in time. SLAM requires
only the vehicle’s pose variables, or position and attitude, at the time of each photograph, submap origin, or other SLAM-related point in time. Each pose to be
stored requires six variables. The complete DR states include pose and additional
variables such as velocity. The constant-velocity model used here has 12 variables
per state. In addition, conventional DR estimation requires a state at the time of
each measurement, including high-rate DR sensors such as the compass, DVL, and
depth sensor.
Reducing the total number of variables to be estimated may be accomplished
through two methods. The first, demonstrated here, is to store only SLAM variables in the SLAM estimator by combining a sequence of DR measurements into a
single constraint. This method can reduce the number of variables to estimate by
one or two orders of magnitude. The second approach is to store only a subset of
the variables required by DR for each state. With the 12-state constant-velocity
model, this can at most reduce the number of variables to estimate by a factor
of two. More importantly, it will be shown in Section 2.4.1 that the number of
variables per state cannot be reduced without sacrificing the sparsity that factor
graph exploit to outperform EKF algorithms. Although these performance gains
are modest, eliminating all non-pose variables from each state allows the factor
graph to be built without regard to the internal details of the DR filter. This
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property is especially attractive when using a proprietary or commercial DR filter
with internals that cannot be divulged for business or regulatory reasons. While
not addressed in this chapter, reducing the size of each state is a problem worthy of
future research. This chapter focuses on reducing the number of states represented
in the SLAM estimator.
In this chapter, SLAM states are full vehicle states, including pose and velocity, that must be maintained to compute a SLAM navigation solution. The
relationship between consecutive SLAM states must be estimated using integrated
velocity measurements. The traditional UUV DR Kalman filter [2, 3, 4, 5] requires
additional DR states at the time of every measurement. This filter is modified to
combine all of these measurements into a single linearized constraint, effectively
marginalizing out the unwanted DR-only states between consecutive SLAM states.
Every SLAM state must be directly represented in the final optimization as either
a delayed state in an augmented-state Kalman filter or node in a factor graph.
Estimating only SLAM states could provide an efficiency improvement as absolute measurements are a very large fraction of the total measurements. With the
ROV Hercules, the attitude sensor, DVL, and pressure-based depth sensor produce
approximately 20 samples per second. While the multibeam sonar can run at up
to 15Hz, its pings are combined into submaps that usually require one SLAM state
no more often than once per minute.
2.1.1

Problem Statement

The goal of the SLAM process is to produce an estimate of the vehicle’s pose
over time. The pose at a given time p(t) is defined as the 6-tuple of position and
attitude in a global reference frame.
p(t) = [x, y, z, θ, φ, ψ]T
DR estimation requires additional state variables. The vehicle model (Section
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2.2) used here adds linear and rotational velocities to produce a complete 12element state x(t).
h
iT
x(t) = x, y, z, θ, φ, ψ, ẋ, ẏ, ż, θ̇, φ̇, ψ̇
Other DR filters may include other state variables such as sensor offsets and biases.
The vehicle state must obey the Markov property where future states depend only
on the current state and not prior states.
Conventional Kalman filtering computes a predicted state at the time of each
measurement. Using only states needed by the SLAM estimator requires combining multiple DR measurements into a single constraint that faithfully represents
the underlying uncertainty. Terrestrial SLAM often avoids this problem by using
purely relative wheel odometry constraints that are conditionally independent between any two times. Wheel odometry is unavailable on survey UUVs. Instead,
an underwater vehicle uses a mixture of relative (DVL) and absolute (attitude,
depth) constraints between consecutive DR states that must be approximated in
the final SLAM framework. The goal of this chapter is to develop and validate
such a representation.
SLAM states will be denoted xk with index k arranged by time. The set of
all DR states, including SLAM and non-SLAM states will be indexed with i and
written as xi . The time of SLAM state k will be denoted tk , and the index of that
SLAM state in the complete set of states as ik . The states xi define a Markov
chain such that each state xi only depends on the state before it xi−1 . A graphical
representation of this is shown in Figure 9. As the SLAM problem attempts
to estimate the state of the vehicle at the time of sonar pings that correspond to
submap origins, only those nodes need to be estimated by the final SLAM problem.
The goal of this section is to devise a method to produce constraints between
consecutive SLAM states p(xk+1 |xk ) that incorporates all the necessary informa29

Figure 9: The portion of a SLAM graph created by DR. Only the large nodes are of
interest to the resulting SLAM problem. Submap-SLAM only requires estimating
the first ping of each submap, shown circled in Blue.
tion about the states xi for ik < i < ik+1 without requiring the final SLAM factor
graph to explicitly represent them.
2.1.2

Related Prior Work

The original submap-SLAM method of [6] used an augmented-state EKF that
maintained the dense covariance matrix between the current vehicle state estimate
and each prior pose as a joint normal PDF. While effective, this approach does
not exploit the sparsity inherent to DR navigation. This original study noted a
practical upper limit to map size of approximately 100 submaps, at which point
the computational cost of maintaining the EKF became prohibitive. The approach
presented here also uses an EKF for DR, but exploits sparsity in the Markov assumption of the vehicle dynamics model to efficiently build a factor graph. A more
detailed comparison between augmented-state EKFs for DR and the presented algorithm is given in Section 2.4.1.
Like dead reckoning, inertial navigation also integrates measured states to ar-
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rive at a position estimate. Inertial navigation systems are of interest for many
robotic systems. Factor graphs have been applied to the inertial navigation problem by Indelman et. al. [7]. This method builds factors between nodes by integrating raw IMU rotation rate and acceleration measurements. The standard
non-linear factor graph of [8] may then be used to solve for the smoothed navigation solution. Accelerometer and gyro biases may also be represented as nodes in
the graph. Indelman’s method requires that integrable measurements are available
between every navigation node in the factor graph. The high-rate IMU data used
by Indelman is not available on the Hercules system, and the DVL reports samples
10-100 times slower than a standard IMU. As a result, it is impossible to guarantee
that a velocity measurement will be available between any two pings. A similar
approach to sensor integration was used to generate DR constraints by Eustice,
Singh, and Whitcomb [9] for use with one way travel time acoustic measurements
every 5 or 20 seconds. As with Indelman’s work, this approach requires the time
between positions to be estimated to be large relative to the interval between integrated DVL measurements. In contrast, the method presented here uses an EKF
to provide estimated links even if the DVL measurement rate is relatively slow.
The same process model used in the EKF could also be used to build a factor graph. The original presentation of factor graphs for SLAM in [8] presents
a method to include the non-linear measurement models presented in Eustice [4]
in a factor graph. The process noise commonly used in Submap-SLAM [10, 6, 4]
was singular and cannot be inverted to find a measurement information matrix.
A simple modification could be used to build a similar factor graph directly from
the raw measurements. Such a graph does not reduce the number of nodes as
the method to be introduced in this chapter does, but permits non-linearities to
be handled in the factor-graph framework. One method to reduce the number of
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factors in use is the smart factors method of Carlone [11]. Smart factors divide
the complete set of nodes into target and support variables. In the formulation
of this chapter, SLAM poses are target variables and all other intermediary DR
states are support variables. Smart factors are able to re-linearize DR factors as
new SLAM information becomes available at the cost of still loading the support
variables and related factors in memory. Non-linearity arises principally from attitude error, and the excellent attitude measurement available from modern fiber
optic gyrocompasses limits this performance loss.
A simpler approach to reducing the number of nodes is to assume that the DR
EKF provides relative measurements of some variables and absolute measurements
of others. x, y position are often assumed to be incremental measurements while
roll, pitch and depth are represented as absolute measurements. Heading may be
represented either way depending on the quality of the heading sensor [12]. This
approach will be shown to be an approximation of the method presented here. The
conditions under which this approximation is valid are explored in Section 2.4.2.
Finally, Kunz presents an ad-hoc method of interpolating sensors onto the
times of DVL measurements [13, 14]. Relative pose constraints are constructed
by integrating these DVL measurements similarly to [15]. Interpolation is not
without its own issues. Factor graphs assume that individual measurements are
statistically independent, which may not be true of two interpolated measurements.
Interpolating a slow 1Hz depth sensor onto a fast 10Hz DVL measurement will
produce highly correlated depth samples. This will have the effect of adding more
depth information to the factor graph than is provided by the sensors and overconstraining the resulting solution in depth. Depth error is already correlated (see
Section 3.4), but processing methods should avoid unnecessary correlation. The
simplest approach to avoiding this issue is to process each measurement directly
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without interpolation.
2.2

The Complete 12 Degree-of-Freedom Model
Dead-reckoning in Roman’s Submap-SLAM [6] used the 12-state model

fully explained in Eustice’s Visually Augmented Navigation [16, 4]. Given the
previously-introduced state vector, the continuous-time constant-velocity process
model used in the original submap-SLAM [6] may be described as
ẋt = f (xt , ut ) + wt .
The constant-velocity process model assumes that the body-frame velocity and
angular rates remain constant. The thruster inputs are considered as noise that
perturbs the system. Although it ignores vehicle dynamics and functions as an
integrator, this simple model is adequate for a slowly-moving vehicle and may
applied to a large number of vehicles [4]. This model may be linearized and discretized as in [4] to produce a final time-varying model to predict the next state
xi+1 given state xi as
x̂i+1 = Ai xi + Bi ui + wi

(1)

where wi is the independent, time-varying process noise with zero mean and covariance matrix Qi .
Similarly, a measurement zi may be represented as a potentially non-linear
function of the state vector xi as zi = h(xi ) + mi where mi is zero mean, independent measurement noise with covariance Ri . A description of non-linear
measurement models and their Jacobians for common UUV DR instruments is
given in the appendices of [4]. The measurement model may be linearized as
zi = h(x̄i ) + Jhi (xi − x̄i ) + mi
where x̄i is the current predicted state value at the time of measurement zi .
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2.3

EKF-based Approximation
The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is a well-established method for fusing

data into a complete DR solution [4, 17, 5] . It will be shown that the output of
an EKF can be represented as a probabilistic linear model over the set of output
states from the EKF in Section 2.3.1. This model reproduces exactly the output
of the EKF, including the same linearization errors. Multiple state transitions
will be combined to produce a single, linearized probabilistic state update between
SLAM poses xk and xk+1 . This single transition has the form of a linear process
model and may be represented in a factor graph [8]. The resulting factor graph
requires the complete state including velocities, unlike the classic augmented-state
EKF representation [6]. These velocities are necessary to preserve the Markov
property, which is not required in the state-history portion of an augmented-state
EKF representation. A more detailed theoretical comparison of the two is explored
in Section 2.4.1. The resulting factor graph will be compared with prior techniques
for a selection of navigation-related problems in Section 2.5.
2.3.1

State Transition Model

The goal of this section is to develop a state transition model between consecutive SLAM states based on the DR EKF. Traditional methods of building
factor graphs use measured wheel odometry to advance the state from time k to
time k + 1. This method provides a model for the vehicle motion and uncertainty
between consecutive poses as follows.
xk+1 = f¯(xk , ūk ) + w̄k
Although wheel odometry is unavailable for survey UUVs, the resulting model
is very attractive. Producing such a model from the DR requires combining a
number of update / predict cycles from the dense DR EKF to produce a single
state transition between SLAM states.
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The state transition function of the dense DR EKF f (xi , ui ) uses a model of
vehicle dynamics to predict the vehicle’s state at time i + 1. The linearized nature
of the DR filter suggests a linear state transition model of the form
xk+1 = Φ̄k xk + ūk + w̄k
where Φ̄k , ūk , and w̄k are generated based on the predict/update cycles to the DR
EKF between time k and k + 1. These values are derived as follows.
Every predict or update operation of the DR filter produces a new state mean
and covariance estimate. Some of these are predicted state mean/covariances and
some are the result of measurement updates. In practice, prediction and update
steps occur as required by the individual asynchronous sensor rates. Multiple
prediction steps may be taken if no navigation measurements are available between
pings, or multiple update steps may occur if two different types of measurements
are available at the same time step. These may be treated as a series of predict /
update steps [18]. Even if that were not the case, the following derivation works
with an arbitrary ordering of predict / update steps. Without loss of generality, it
can be assumed that the DR filter’s outputs follow the classical predict / update
cycle.
Prediction steps are already based on a linearized state transition model. The
state transition model from the previous complete state estimate xi to the next
state prediction x̃i+1 is copied from equation 1 as
x̃i+1 = Ai xi + Bi ui + wi

(2)

with wi ∼ N (0, Qi ).
Update steps are less obvious. The Joseph form of the covariance update
suggests a state transition matrix I − Ki Hi , where Ki is the Kalman Gain and Hi
is the linearized measurement model. The update state is then commonly written
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in terms of an innovation yi = zi − Hi x̃i , giving
xi = x̃i + Ki yi
xi = x̃i + Ki (zi − Hi x̃i ) = (x̃i − Ki Hi x̃i ) + Ki zi
xi = (I − Ki Hi ) x̃i + Ki zi .

(3)

Recall that the Joseph form of the update to covariance matrix P is
Pi = (I − Ki Hi ) P̃i (I − Ki Hi )T + Ki Ri KiT
where Ri is the measurement covariance of measurement zi . It may be shown
that the Joseph form follows directly from equation 3. The covariance update
propagates the covariance P̃i of x̃i through the transform I − Ki Hi and then adds
the uncertainty of the transformed measurement Ki zi . The update step from x̃i
to xi may thus be represented as the following linearized update step:
xi = (I − Ki Hi ) x̃i + Ki zi + vi
which may be written in the more conventional form as
xi = Φi x̂i + Γi ui + vi
with
Φi = I − Ki Hi
ui = zi

Γi = Ki
vi ∼ N (0, Ki Ri KiT ).

Multiple predict and update steps may be combined into a single state transition in the obvious way by substituting in for the predicted and updated states. For
example, combining equations 2 and 3 gives a single-step linearized state transition
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model from xi to xi+1 as
xi+1 = (I − Ki+1 Hi+1 ) x̃i+1 + Ki+1 zi+1 + vi+1
= (I − Ki+1 Hi+1 ) (Ai xi + Bi ui + wi ) + Ki+1 zi+1 + vi+1
= (Ai − Ki+1 Hi+1 Ai ) xi + (Bi ui − Ki+1 Hi+1 Bi ui + Ki+1 zi+1 )
.
+ ((I − Ki+1 Hi+1 ) wi + vi+1 )
These combine to give the transition model between states, without an intermediate prediction step, as simply
xi+1 = Φ̄i xi + ūi + w̄i

(4)

where
Φ̄i = (Ai − Ki+1 Hi+1 Ai )

ūi = Bi ui − Ki+1 Hi+1 Bi ui + Ki+1 zi+1

w̄i = (I − Ki+1 Hi+1 ) wi + vi+1 .
Assuming that the process noise wi and measurement noise vi are independent, the distribution of w̄i is


T
w̄i ∼ N 0, (I − Ki+1 Hi+1 ) Qi (I − Ki+1 Hi+1 )T + Ki+1 Ri+1 Ki+1
.
Although presented here for a single predict / update cycle, the process may
be continued for any sequence of predict / update cycles between SLAM states.
Once a state transition model between SLAM states has been computed, a new
DR link may be added to the factor graph.
2.3.2

Factor Graph Representation

Factor graphs are a mathematical tool to represent probabilistic models over
large numbers of variables. Variables to be estimated are represented as “nodes”
and constraints between these variables are represented as “factors” [19]. Factors
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encode a conditional probability constraint between two or more nodes connected
to that factor. Nodes that are not connected by a factor are conditionally independent given every other node in the graph. This conditional independence
may be exploited to efficiently optimize the node values for a given set of constraints [19, 8, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Any Bayesian network, such as those that arise
from modeling robot navigation, can be represented as a factor graph [19, 8].
For the SLAM problem, vehicle positions to be estimated are added as nodes
and measurements that constrain these nodes are added as factors [8]. Nodes are
assumed to be continuous Gaussian random variables. Factors may be non-linear,
but must be linearized about the current estimate for all nodes they are connected
to before the graph can be optimized. A factor is typically “linearized” by finding
a Gaussian approximation to the underlying PDF. In general, factors may be relinearized during the optimization.
In submap SLAM as presented here, full states with 12 variables each are
added as nodes for each SLAM state. DR factors are added between consecutive
nodes, and relative pose factors are added for each submap measurement. Building
the DR factors requires encoding the state transition model between SLAM states
xk and xk+1 as a linearizable factor. The state transition model was built using
measurement updates linearized about the EKF DR solution. Each vehicle state
represented as a node in the factor graph xk is linearized about the DR estimate
of that state x̄k as
xk = x̄k + δk
Substituting the linearized factor graph states into the full state transition
model gives
xk+1 = Φ̄k xk + ūk + w̄k
x̄k+1 + δk+1 = Φ̄k (x̄k + δk ) + ūk + w̄k
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x̄k+1 + δk+1 = Φ̄k x̄k + ūk + Φ̄k δk + w̄k

δk+1 − Φ̄k δk = Φ̄k x̄k + ūk − x̄k+1 + w̄k .
Noting that the linearization points obey the noiseless state transition model
x̄k+1 = Φ̄k x¯k + ūk
gives the final result
δk+1 − Φ̄k δk = w̄k .

(5)

Equation 5 gives several interesting results. First, only the linearization points
x̄k and x̄k+1 , state transition matrix Φ̄k and covariance of w̄k need to be transferred
from the DR EKF to the factor graph. Second, these values are created in the
DR filter and cannot be updated by the factor graph. The factor graph DR links
cannot be re-linearized without re-running the DR EKF. Permanently accepting
the EKF’s linearization error is the key approximation that permits eliminating
a large number of DR measurements from the factor graph. Non-linearity in DR
arises from errors in angle. While a factor-graph representation with all the intermediate states allows a more thorough treatment of non-linearity, angular errors
are typically small when high-quality attitude sensors, like those found on the ROV
Hercules, are used.
Once a mathematical formulation for the factor graph has been found, an
existing factor graph solver may be used to optimize the resulting graph. GTSAM
is a factor graph SLAM implementation developed by Georgia Tech that includes
many useful SLAM-related nodes and factors and uses methods well-described in
the literature [8, 21, 23]. An excellent tutorial is also available [24]. The DR factors
described above require defining full state nodes with 12 variables per node. The
combined DR factor described in Equation 5 must also be implemented. The
resulting graph may be solved using one of GTSAM’s standard optimizers. The
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Figure 10: The final DR-only factor graph after intermediate states and factors
have been combined into a single factor (red) between each pair of consecutive
SLAM states. Compare the simplicity of this graph to the large number of nodes
and factors in Figure 9.
results in this study used the Levenberg-Marquardt optimizer with the default
settings. An example final factor graph with combined DR factors is shown in
Figure 10.
2.4 Properties of Conditional Factor Graph Dead Reckoning
2.4.1 Comparison to Augmented-State EKF
In addition to reducing the number of states that must be stored in the factor
graph, it would also be useful to reduce the size of each state to just the position and
attitude variables. The assumptions required by factor graphs to preserve a sparse
structure makes this non-trivial. The augmented-state EKF representation of [6]
stores only vehicle poses in its state history. The mathematical basis for this provides some insights into the difference between factor-graph and augmented-state
representations. Augmented-state EKFs explicitly represent the joint PDF over
all poses in the navigation history. While storing the full PDF relaxes some of the
assumptions that must be made about relationships between poses, a fully-dense
representation imposes significant performance issues. Maintaining the correlation
between the current state and all previous states is worse in practice than the
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often-cited O(N 3 ) cost of EKF updates in augmented-state EKF methods.
A factor graph representation of odometry requires a number of strong assumptions. The most important is the Markov property, which requires that the
probability of each state given the previous state is independent of all other previous states. Intuitively, this requires that each state contains all the information
required to apply the process model and advance the state. The Markov property
guarantees that each node in the factor graph xk is connected only to the previous
state xk−1 and the next state xk+1 . The structure of the resulting graph results in
a sparse factor graph adjacency matrix and keeps the Jacobian used to optimize
the factor graph sparse [8]. This sparsity is the key property required to efficiently
optimize a factor graph [22, 23, 19, 25].
Without the Markov property, the relationship between states cannot be expressed concisely. This can be demonstrated on a factor graph with only odometry
nodes. The grouping of state variables into multivariate graph nodes is largely arbitrary. A full vehicle state is usually drawn as one node, but in Figure 11a each
state is broken into a pose node and an another node for the additional state variables such as pose rates. The odometry factors, shown as black circles, are defined
over both the pose and “additional” nodes but remain the same internally. Variable node elimination is a standard procedure in factor graphs [19]. Eliminating
a node involves taking the product over all factors involving that node and then
summing out the variable to be eliminated. This procedure produces a new factor
adjacent to all the nodes connected by factors to the eliminated node. A single step
of this procedure is shown in Figure 11b with the new factor shown in red. The
procedure is continued in Figures 12a and 12b. Once the final rate node has been
eliminated in Figure 12c all odometry information is included in a single factor that
spans all pose nodes. This factor could instead be generated from the PDF that
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Pose Nodes

Rate Nodes
(a) Initial factor graph with states broken up into poses (top) and rates (bottom). Nodes
in the same column form the same state node in the usual factor graph. Standard
odometry factors are shown in black.

Composite factor from
variable elimination
(b) Factor graph after eliminating the first rate node. Variable elimination creates a new
factor spanning all nodes with factors to the eliminated node, shown in red.

Figure 11: Rate variables can be eliminated using standard variable elimination
techniques, but the resulting factor graph dense. Proof concluded in Figure 12.
would result from running the augmented-state EKF using only DR measurement
updates. While it may be possible to approximate this factor, the general trend in
the literature has been to find ways to preserve exact sparsity [3, 16, 26, 27, 25].
The same approach is used here.
The lack of sparsity in an augmented-state EKF causes other performance
issues. An augmented-state EKF state vector for Submap-SLAM may be broken
down into two components. The first is the current vehicle state estimate. This
full state is used to generate the DR track and provide the initial estimate of each
submap origin. The vehicle state estimate is independent of survey length and
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(a) Modified factor graph after eliminating two rate nodes.

(b) Factor graph after eliminating three rate nodes. Note how the final pose node depends
on all three previous pose nodes through the red factor.

(c) Final factor graph. All pose factors depend on each other through the red factor.

Figure 12: Conclusion of the graphical proof begun in Figure 11. Observe that all
nodes are connected by a common factor in the final diagram.
commonly has 12 elements [6, 10, 4]. The second part of the state vector is the
set of pose estimates for each previous submap origin. This portion of the state
vector grows with each new submap. For N submaps, storing the submap origins
requires 6N state vector elements.
The augmented-state representation of the SLAM problem estimates the full
covariance matrix between all N submap origins as well as between each of the
N submap origins and the current vehicle state element. These relationships are
stored in the state covariance matrix. This representation requires constantly
updating the covariance between the current state estimate and every previous
pose. Every prediction and update step requires updating the 12 × 6N part of
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the covariance matrix between the current vehicle state and every pose in the
history. Prediction steps reduce the correlation between the current state and
every previous pose. Measurement updates have a variety of effects, depending
on the measurement model. Maintaining this cross-covariance with every single
prediction and measurement step is computationally expensive. For maps near the
100-submap or so limit suggested by Roman [6], maintaining this 12 × 6N crosscovariance for each of thousands of depth, attitude, and DVL measurement updates
is more costly to apply than the several hundred submap-to-submap measurements
that require inversion of the full covariance matrix.
2.4.2

Correlation Time

Prior work often assumes that some state variables may be represented as
purely relative constraints while others may be represented as purely absolute
constraints [12] . It will be shown in this section that these two extremes are approximations of the state transition model. The state transition approach provides
a method to evaluate the validity of those approximations. A demonstration of the
conditions for which this approximation is valid for data collected with the ROV
Hercules is also included.
Not all vehicle state parameters are equally observable with a standard suite
of DR sensors. Attitude, depth and velocity are measured directly, while a process
model uses velocity information to build relative constraints between poses. The
process model will propagate the effect of a single measurement to multiple neighboring states. The final state estimate at a given time will include a great deal of
information from the most recent measurements and some information from older
measurements. The state estimate after a measurement correlates not only with
that measurement, but also many previous measurements in proportion to the age
of each sample.
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As a more concrete example, consider the depth estimate. Depth is measured
directly by a pressure sensor and depth rate is measured by the DVL. The DVLestimated z-velocities combine with the process model to provide a estimate of
depth based on previous depth sensor measurements. The final EKF-estimated
depth xi may be written as a weighted average of this estimate x̂i and the current
measurement zi . Note that the measurement model is simply Hi = 1 as the state
xi is simply the depth. Assuming that the Kalman gain is ki , the standard state
update may be re-written as a weighted sum as
xi = (1 − ki )x̂i + ki zi .
Every depth estimate is correlated with all previous depth estimates and, by extension, all previous depth measurements. The magnitude of this correlation decreases
over time in relation to the Kalman gain. This observation makes intuitive sense;
the previous depth sample is more useful in filtering the current depth measurement than one from 10 minutes ago. State variables that are observed through
their derivatives, such as x, y position, are highly correlated with their previous values. With only relative DR measurements, the current position estimate continues
to depend heavily on the initial position from which DR is started.
The previous analysis may be extended to the full state vector. Recall from
Equation 4 that the transition from one SLAM state to another is also a weighted
sum as
xi = Φ̄i−1 xi−1 + ūi−1 .
The effect of previous state xi−1 is moderated by the state transition matrix Φ̄i−1 .
New measurements are added as the composite pseudo-measurement ūi−1 . State
variables that depend heavily on values from the previous state, such as x, y position, should have values close to one in the relevant rows of Φ̄i−1 and a corresponding entry of ūi−1 that is close to the difference between the previous state
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Phi Entries Over Time
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Figure 13: Diagonal coefficients of the state transition matrix Φ̄ between two
submaps of Monterrey A. x and y have the same state transition characteristics,
as do roll and pitch.
and the next state. State variables that are well-measured should have very small
values in Φ̄i−1 and values in ūi−1 that are close to the estimated value.
A useful simplification is to look at the diagonal elements of Φ̄k as the time
between xk and xk+1 increases. These values for a subset of states are shown
in Figure 13. These elements determine how heavily a state variable at time k
depends on its previous value at time k − 1. The diagonal elements of Φ̄k that
correspond to the x, y states are one, indicating that the next position estimate
depends heavily on the current estimate and that the elements of ūk are the increment between positions. Similarly, those states with absolute measurements
available become de-correlated from states far enough in the past. The time it
takes for the current state to become de-correlated with the previous SLAM state
depends on the measurement covariance and update rate for the sensor in question. The diagonal entry of Φ̄k for the roll and pitch states, with are measured at
10Hz with an assumed standard deviation of 0.02◦ , dies to 0.1% after 3.3 seconds.
The entry for heading, which is measured at the same 10Hz but has a standard
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deviation of 0.30◦ , does not pass the same threshold until 9.4 seconds. The depth
sensor samples at a much-slower 2Hz and is assumed to have a standard deviation
of 5cm. In Figure 13, the Φ̄k entry for depth at 51 seconds remains above the
0.01% threshold.
The results in Figure 13 call into question the idea that depth and attitude may
be approximated as 4-DOF absolute factors while position may be approximated
as a 2-DOF relative factor. That approximation is only valid when the entry on the
Φ̄k diagonal is close to zero for attitude and depth and close to one for position.
As may be seen in Figure 13, that is likely not the case for SLAM states less
than 30 seconds apart. The exact time required for the approximation to become
valid depends on the specific sensor sampling rates and variances. Submap origins
are often a minute or more apart, but other poses that may be useful in the
factor graph framework are often much closer together in time. Stereo images are
taken by Hercules every three seconds. The LBL cycles used in Section 2.5.2 are
less than five seconds apart, with some LBL range measurements being reported
only milliseconds apart. The more general solution presented here allows the DR
between these closely-related states to be faithfully transferred to the factor graph.
2.5

Validation Under Realistic Conditions
It is not trivial to validate the representation of DR in the odometry. SLAM

converges well enough that simply testing whether a set of submap matches improves overall error metrics may not demonstrate the validity of any underlying
mathematical premise. A previous version of this work improved map quality with
Submap-SLAM despite using purely relative DR constraints [10].
The EKF, in both augmented-state and conventional form, remains a standard filter. Although the EKF is a filter while the factor graph approach produces
a smoothed result, the EKF and factor graph results should be very similar. Both
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methods should produce not only similar trajectory estimates but also comparable
uncertainty estimates. As a smoother is able to use measurements before and after
the current time step, the factor graph outputs should be expected to often have
lower uncertainties. EKF and factor graph solutions to a DR problem are compared in Section 2.5.1. A better test is how the methods compare when additional
measurements are added. The two methods are again compared within the context
of LBL navigation in Section 2.5.2. Special emphasis is placed on comparing the
covariance of the resulting estimates.
2.5.1

Comparison with Dead Reckoning Data

Dead reckoning is the simplest of all possible test cases. If the factor graph
cannot closely approximate the uncertainty structure of the EKF-derived deadreckoning, more complex factor graphs are unlikely to function correctly. For this
test, an EKF is run at the same time as the state transition estimator. The
state transition estimates are placed into a GTSAM factor graph as described in
Section 2.3.2. The resulting GTSAM factor graph is then solved with a LevenbergMarquardt algorithm to find the most likely trajectory estimate. The resulting
trajectory and covariance estimates are compared in Figure 14.
Note the excellent agreement between state estimates. In the absence of additional constraints, the factor graph should reproduce the dead reckoning results as
seen here. The uncertainty graph is also very similar. As expected, the factor graph
solution shows slightly less uncertainty in the depth and attitude dimensions. For
these state variables, information from absolute measurements from the depth sensor and fiber-optic gyrocompass is propagated both forward and backward in time.
This non-causal processing slightly increases the amount of information available
at any given timestep and consequently reduces the uncertainty.
The uncertainty for the x and y dimensions is very slightly higher for the factor
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Figure 14: Dead reckoning trajectory estimate (top) and estimated uncertainty of
that trajectory (bottom) over the Monterrey A post-disturbance survey for EKF
(blue) and GTSAM (red). The uncertainty spike at 22 minutes results from a
known data recording issue with DVLNAV at the start of every hour.
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graph than the EKF solution. No satisfactory explanation for this phenomenon has
yet been found. Over-estimating the uncertainty is preferable to under-estimating
it. Overconfidence in a solution makes the factor graph inconsistent and may impede data association [27]. Overconfidence may also suggest statistical significance
when analyzing the resulting surfaces even where none exists.
2.5.2

Adding LBL Data

Dead reckoning is a good initial test case, but the optimizer’s result when additional factors are added is far more important. LBL navigation data collected at
Monterrey A provides a set of factors that are independent of the idiosyncrasies of
submap matching. The goal of this test is to process the same set of measurements
with a conventional EKF and the hybrid EKF / factor graph method presented in
this chapter. A complete discussion of LBL processing is deferred until Chapter 3.
The EKF solution uses the usual DR EKF with additional measurement updates for each LBL range. Ranges to beacon j at position bj were added using a
non-linear measurement model of the form
h(x, bj ) = k(x ⊕ xvs ) − bj k
where xvs is the position of the LBL transponder in the vehicle body-frame and
k·k gives the magnitude of the vector contained within. The beacon positions
recovered from the field calibration were used directly. ⊕ is the compounding
operator of Smith, Self and Cheeseman [28, 29]. Given the position of the vehicle
x in some local reference frame and the position of the sensor in the vehicle body
coordinate frame, xvs , the ⊕ operator combines the two coordinate transforms to
give the position of the sensor in the local reference frame.
To ease comparison, the factor graph was built to match the EKF as closely
as possible. In Chapter 3, where the navigation solution itself is of more interest,
a more sophisticated model will be used. Unlike the EKF, the factor graph can
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further refine its estimate of the beacon positions. For this test, very strong priors
were placed on all beacon positions. Both EKF and factor graph solvers used the
same measurement model, measurement covariance, and samples.
The resulting positions and standard deviations, again from the Monterrey
A post-disturbance survey, are shown in Figure 15. The factor graph solution
(red) is smoother because GTSAM is a non-causal smoother rather than a filter.
Information from LBL measurements propagates forward and backward in time
rather than suddenly updating the position estimate when a measurement occurs.
The position uncertainties are also very similar. Although the relationship
between positions is set by the DR, all absolute position measurements from LBL
ranges are processed by the factor graph. The factor graph’s acausal processing
should result in a slightly lower x, y position uncertainty than the EKF’s filtering
approach. This may be seen in the x and y uncertainties of Figure 15. Unlike x, y
position, depth is better constrained by the pressure sensor included in the DR
sensors than it is by the new LBL measurements. The factor graph depth value is
more strongly influenced by the DR links than it is by the LBL data. The depth
uncertainty should show similar behavior to the DR only case of Section 2.5.1. The
depth uncertainty in Figure 15 matches that in Figure 14.
2.6

Conclusion
This chapter introduced a new method of loosely coupling a DR EKF to a

factor graph for SLAM using a state transition model derived from the linearized
EKF. Although the focus has been on Submap-SLAM, this method is applicable to
any problem that uses a factor graph to improve the navigation of a DR-navigated
UUV. With additional measurements and factors, the same DR factors may be
applied to visual SLAM or one-way travel time acoustic navigation in addition to
Submap-SLAM.
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Figure 15: LBL-navigated trajectory estimate (top) and estimated uncertainty of
that trajectory (bottom) over the Monterrey A post-disturbance survey for EKF
(blue) and GTSAM (red). The uncertainty spike in depth at 22 minutes results
from the same data logging glitch seen earlier.
Even though the LBL factor graphs included thousands of nodes closer together in time than the depth sensor correlation time, the final pose estimates
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and uncertainties were similar to the EKF solution. Once a factor graph has been
formed, many of the standard factor graph-based algorithms from the literature
may be applied to Submap-SLAM. One practical problem in bathymetric surveying is merging or comparing multiple surveys. A standard factor graph algorithm
to this problem, anchor nodes, is applied to Submap-SLAM to quantify changes
made during a shipwreck excavation in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3
Factor Graphs for Change Detection
3.1

Introduction
Many scientific investigations are concerned with how the seafloor changes in

response to various processes. Repeated surveys of the same site can show how
the site changes over time. A wide range of processes have been characterized by
repeatedly mapping the same site, including mud volcanoes [1], volcanic eruptions
[2], changes in coral reefs [3], and the impact of seafloor trawling on archaeological
sites [4]. This chapter examines changes at the Monterrey A shipwreck site during
a 2013 excavation.
Temporal analysis of a study site consists of individual surveys measuring site
bathymetry at separate times. These surveys form a time series once each survey
has been processed using available navigation. A comparison of dead-reckoning
(DR), long baseline acoustic navigation (LBL) and Submap-SLAM navigation for
each of the individual surveys at Monterrey A is presented in Section 3.3.
Maps from these surveys may be presented together for qualitative analysis
or differenced to begin a quantitative analysis. Measured bathymetric change may
result from changes to the actual bathymetry or from measurement biases. In
addition to the accumulated DR error, depth sensor measurements can be biased
by various environmental effects, such as tides. Error budgets and corrections for
some of the effects are discussed in Section 3.4. Changes made to the site during
excavation are extensively documented through video footage, photomosaics, and
numerous log entries. A selection of the these documented changes and their
relevance to bathymetric change are discussed in Section 3.5.
Once known measurement errors have been corrected for, individual surveys
may be compared to quantitatively look for changes. To do this, the surveys
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of Section 3.3 must first be referenced to a common datum. Even once rigidly
aligned, the final surface for each survey is still affected by navigation errors that
may bias or warp the resulting seafloor estimate and produce numerous artifacts
upon differencing. Submap-SLAM is extended to perform a non-rigid alignment
of surveys in Section 3.6.
Aligning surveys into a common datum is also useful to merge multiple overlapping surveys of the same site. Such a situation could arise if multiple vehicles
map the same area or if a single vehicle conducts multiple surveying sessions. AUV
batteries run out, ROV support ships get dragged off station by heavy currents,
and vehicles of all types experience unexpected mechanical failures. The roughly
36-hour survey of the inner crater of the Kick’em Jenny volcano by the ROV Hercules in 2014, for example, was split into eight parts. Using the overlap between
surveys to build a single map of the crater also requires a non-rigid alignment like
that presented in Section 3.6.
3.2 Monterrey A
3.2.1 Site Overview
The Monterrey A shipwreck lies in 1330m of water approximately 170 nautical
miles (315km) southeast of Galveston, TX. The site was excavated over a five-day
period by a group of collaborators from the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, the Bureau of
Safety and Environmental Enforcement, Texas A&M University, the Ocean Exploration Trust, and the University of Rhode Island. The ROV Hercules completed
extensive stereo camera, structured-light, and high-frequency multibeam surveys
before, during, and after the excavation. The excavation itself was extensively
documented as demanded by current best-practices for deep-water archaeological
excavation [5]. A spatial log-histogram of ROV position provides insight into where
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time was spent on the wreck during excavation. Documented changes provide a
useful method for verifying where actual change occurred.

New Orleans, LA

Galveston, TX

~300km

Monterrey A

(b) Central artifact pile, including stove
(a) Location of Monterrey A

Figure 16: The approximate location of the Monterrey A shipwreck sites in the
Gulf of Mexico is shown on the left. On the right is a video capture showing the
large artifact pile near the center of the ship.
Preservation and analysis of the recovered artifacts continues two years after
the original expedition. Early results suggest the site is an early 19th-century
two-masted ship that was unusually large for the time and region. Dates on some
recovered artifacts show the vessel was lost no earlier than 1815. The presence of
a cannon and a large quantity of small arms, combined with the political turmoil
context of the Western Gulf of Mexico in the early 19th century, makes it possible
the vessel was engaged in privateering or arms smuggling. The nearby presence of
two wrecks from a similar period, Monterrey B & C, suggests that Monterrey A
was lost in a storm or some other cataclysmic event.
The vessel appears to have sunk mostly intact and settled to the seabed upright. Photomosaics from the pre-disturbance and post-disturbance ROV surveys
are shown in Figure 17. Most of the vessel’s wood has rotted away. The outline
visible in the photomosaics is the copper hull sheathing used to prevent biofouling
and infestation by taredo molluscs, along with portions of the remaining hull still
preserved by sediment. A large pile of metal artifacts, including a cannon and
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(a) Monterrey A, Pre-Disturbance

(b) Monterrey A, Post-Disturbance

Figure 17: Photomosaics of Monterrey A before and after excavation. Most excavation work focused on the aft-starboard quarter of the vessel. Small changes in
illumination and camera position produced changes in appearance that are particularly visible on the bottom edge of the hull. Image courtesy of Clara Smart.
stove, sits in the middle of the wreck. The large anchor visible on the photomosaics and bathymetry surveys is located near the wreck’s bow. Although items
were taken from all over the wreck site, most excavation work focused on a debris
pile in the aft-starboard quarter of the vessel. The interim archaeological results
are described in greater detail in [6].
3.2.2

Surveys Conducted

After an initial visual reconnoiter around the Monterrey A site, four LBL
beacons were deployed. A patch test was conducted to survey in the lever-arm
and angular offsets of the Blueview MB-1350-90 multibeam on ROV Hercules while
the beacon-to-beacon calibration was conducted. Four cinder blocks painted with
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distinctive patterns were also deployed on site to provide reference datums for later
processing. Only two are visible in the surveys seen here.
Survey
Pre-Disturb., Complete
Pre-Disturb., Large
Pre-Disturb., Small
Mid-Disturbance
Post-Disturbance

Start Time
2013-07-19 22:29:02
2013-07-19 22:29:02
2013-07-20 00:09:00
2013-07-21 21:52:06
2013-07-23 09:38:08

End Time
2013-07-20 00:58:05
2013-07-20 00:09:00
2013-07-20 00:58:05
2013-07-21 22:31:21
2013-07-23 10:56:33

Pings
171,819
116,617
55,201
34,411
92,118

Table 2: Surveys conducted at Monterrey A. Note that the pre-disturbance surveys
may be treated as one large survey or two smaller ones.
A thorough pre-disturbance survey of the site was conducted before any attempts at artifact recovery. At the time of the pre-disturbance survey, the addition
of the reference blocks was the only change made to the site. This initial survey
was conducted as two complete sets of survey lines over the wreck. The first set
of northeast / southwest lines covered the wreck and a possible debris field to
the northwest. A second set of survey lines was run perpendicular to the first.
Both sets of lines may be processed together as a single survey, referred to as the
“Complete Pre-Disturbance” survey. Alternatively, the two sets of lines may be
processed independently to evaluate the change detection algorithm in the absence
of any change to the site. The first set of northeast / southwest lines is referred to
as the “Large Pre-Disturbance” survey and the second set of northwest / southeast
lines are the “Small Pre-Disturbance” survey. These two pre-disturbance surveys
are used here as a control dataset with no change.
Two additional surveys were conducted following artifact recovery. A quick
survey was conducted “Mid-Disturbance” after approximately 26 hours of excavation. Following another 14 hours of Hercules bottom-time, artifact recovery was
considered complete and a final “Post-Disturbance” survey was conducted. A summary of all the surveys is given in Table 2. The number of multibeam pings in
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each survey is a useful proxy for survey size. Given the changes detected in the
post-disturbance survey, analysis of the mid-disturbance survey was determined to
be redundant.
3.3 Processing Single Surveys
3.3.1 Conventional Dead-Reckoning
Dead-reckoning (DR) by integrating DVL velocity measurements is the most
commonly-available navigation source for such maps. LBL beacon deployment
is too expensive and time-consuming for routine use. In the past six years and
449 Hercules dives, the four dives at Monterrey A are the only ones for which
LBL navigation was available. DR thus remains a standard navigation method for
UUV bathymetric surveying. The bathymetric results for Monterrey A using DR
navigation are shown in Figures 19, 23, and 27 for the large pre-disturbance, small
pre-disturbance, and post-disturbance surveys.
3.3.2

Long Baseline Positioning

A Sonardyne Ranger Long Base Line (LBL) acoustic positioning network of
four seafloor-mounted beacons was deployed on July 19th 2013. LBL beacon networks are typically calibrated by driving the ship in a pattern around each beacon
while ranging to it. To save time, the pressure depth sensor and two-way acoustic
communications of Sonardyne Mk 5 Compatt beacon was used to perform a partial calibration. As in the usual calibration procedure, the beacons pinged between
themselves to measure ranges between each pair of beacons. The distance between
each pair was measured with 10 independent pings. The overall location of the
network was fixed by measuring the location of one beacon with the LinkQuest
TrackLink 5000-series ultra-short-baseline (USBL) navigation system usually used
by Hercules. This beacon position was assumed to be fixed in all subsequent
field processing. The combination of acoustic ranges, depth measurements, and
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a single arbitrarily positioned beacon constrains the array shape but not the array orientation. This orientation is typically recovered by measuring the position
of two beacons from the surface. As one beacon position was arbitrarily fixed,
the second was measured by driving Hercules from the fixed beacon to a second
beacon and noting the distance and bearing with Hercule’s DVL-based real-time
dead-reckoning package.
The entire beacon deployment and calibration procedure was completed in
approximately nine hours. With only a single vehicle-mounted transponder available, measuring the beacon positions by directly ranging between E/V Nautilus
and the beacon network would have required many additional hours as well as
mounting a transponder on the ship and surveying its ship-relative position. The
abbreviated calibration procedure thus saved a great deal of time at the cost of
some uncertainty in the overall geodetic position of the site and the final orientation of the beacon array. The science objectives required only a positioning system
with local precision, but not geodetic accuracy. Uncertainty in array orientation is
far more important. Positions returned by the LBL system appeared to be rotated
relative to the real-time dead-reckoning during the pre-disturbance survey. This
was reduced for real-time positioning on subsequent dives by applying an ad-hoc
4.9◦ rotation about the origin beacon.
Another solution is to use SLAM techniques to solve for the beacon positions.
This is a well-established technique known in the literature as synthetic baseline
navigation and is available commercially [7, 8, 9]. The LBL beacons are points
that may be solved for as classic SLAM features. LBL beacon responses may be
uniquely identified by a combination of center frequency and encoding scheme,
ensuring perfect data association.
With a factor graph, the location of each beacon is added as a node in the
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Figure 18: Sound velocity in meters per second as measured by the CTD on
Hercules while excavating Monterrey A. The stability of the benthic environment
at 1330m reduced variation between surveys.
graph. The field calibration described above was used as a weak prior on the
horizontal position of each beacon as well as an initial position for the graph
optimizer. The tide-corrected depths observed by each beacon were used as a prior
to constraint beacon depth in the final graph. Ten pings between each beacon pair
were collected during calibration. These ranges were added as range factors.
Uncertainty in the range measurements depends on both the measurement
error in the inter-beacon range measurements as well as changes in the sound velocity. The calibration pings were used to estimate a timing uncertainty of 0.003
ms. An analysis of CTD-based sound velocity measurements when Hercules was on
the wreck site (Figure 18) shows that the sound velocity uncertainty is 0.056m/s.
Assuming independence these give a per-measurement range uncertainty of approximately 0.95 cm. This result agrees with the measurement error of “better than
1.5cm” published by the manufacturer [10]. Calibration ranges were computed
from the average of 10 independent range measurements. Calibration factors were
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thus assumed to have a much smaller standard deviation of 0.025cm.
In order to keep the factor graph numerically well-conditioned, it was necessary to initialize the beacon positions with weak priors while placing a very strong
prior on the initial position of Hercules. In effect, this pins the survey datum to the
field-computed LBL position at the start of the survey and solves for the beacon
position that minimizes the overall error from that starting position. While effective at reducing the overall navigation error, this approach does not place all three
surveys into a common reference frame. Noise in each survey slightly perturbs the
beacon locations and thus the overall navigations solution. This accumulated error
produces position biases in the target survey area between surveys. Instead, using
the LBL data to refine the navigation solution and then applying the same rigid
alignment technique as the DR surveys was found to be more effective.
3.3.3

Submap-SLAM

Submap-SLAM offers an alternative method of improving the navigation solution without the external navigation beacons required by LBL. The SLAM solution
presented here does not use the LBL and relies only on DR sensors and the multibeam sonar. The uncertainty of the first pose in the survey must remain very
small to keep the factor graph numerically well-conditioned. This conditioning
was ensured by placing a strong prior on the first position node based on the fieldcalculated LBL position at the start of the survey. If no external navigation is
available, then an arbitrary initial position may be used.
Submaps were broken every 750 pings. The large pre-disturbance survey had
156 submaps, the small pre-disturbance survey had 74 submaps, and the postdisturbance survey had 123 submaps. Each survey had 40, 37, and 77 valid submap
to submap links, respectively.
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3.3.4

Results

The results of applying each of the three navigation methods to each of the
three surveys are shown on the following pages. Bathymetry maps are shown
on a purple-to-red colormap shifted in depth to match each survey’s vertical datum. A Hasdorff-distance self-consistency metric [11] is used to show the error
of each submap on a white-to-yellow-to-red colormap draped over the underlying
bathymetry for each survey in Figures 22, 26, and 30. Lower errors are shown as
lighter colors and higher errors are shown as red colors. Portions of the survey
with large self-consistency errors also have a high depth uncertainty. A histogram
of self-consistency error for each navigation method is provided for each survey in
Figure 31. Submap-SLAM modestly reduced the error of the two pre-disturbance
surveys and significantly improved the self-consistency of the post-disturbance survey.
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Figure 19: Large pre-disturbance survey, DR-only
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Figure 20: LBL-navigated large pre-disturbance survey
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Figure 21: SLAM renavigated large pre-disturbance survey

(a) Large pre-disturbance error map, DR navigation

(b) Large pre-disturbance error map, LBL navigation

(c) Large pre-disturbance error map, Submap-SLAM navigation

Figure 22: Roman & Singh’s error metric for the large pre-disturbance survey. All
three figures have matched colorbars.
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Figure 23: Small pre-disturbance survey, DR-only
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Figure 24: LBL-navigated small pre-disturbance survey
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Figure 25: SLAM renavigated small pre-disturbance survey

(a) Small pre-disturbance error map, DR navigation

(b) Small pre-disturbance error map, LBL navigation

(c) Small pre-disturbance error map, Submap-SLAM navigation

Figure 26: Error in the small pre-disturbance survey for each navigation method
as measured with Roman & Singh’s error metric. Color bars are matched.
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74
Figure 27: Post-disturbance survey, DR-only
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Figure 28: LBL-navigated post-disturbance survey
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Figure 29: SLAM renavigated post-disturbance survey

(a) Post-disturbance error map, DR navigation

(b) Post-disturbance error map, LBL navigation

(c) Post-disturbance error map, Submap-SLAM navigation

Figure 30: Self-consistency error in the post-disturbance survey. The colors are
matched between all three subfigures. The SLAM results show significantly less
error than DR and LBL navigation.
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Figure 31: Self-consistency error histograms for each survey. Better navigation should reduce the self-consistency error
and push the histogram further to the left. Submap-SLAM moderately improves the self-consistency error for the two
pre-disturbance survey and significantly reduces error in the post-disturbance survey.
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3.4

Environmentally-Induced Non-Bathymetric Changes
Although already corrected in the maps presented previously in Section 3.3.4,

field processing of the Monterrey A pre- and post-disturbance surveys placed the
post-disturbance survey an average of 0.58m deeper than the pre-disturbance survey. The depth of a survey is measured with the pressure-based depth sensor on
the survey UUV. Pressure-based depth sensors are simple, inexpensive, reliable,
and generally quite accurate compared to other methods.
A number of physical processes determine the pressure at depth. Slow variation in these physical processes can produce system biases both during and between
surveys. The hydrostatic pressure at depth z is given in terms of gravity g(·) and
water density ρ(·) as in [12, 13]
Z

z

g(h) · ρ(h)dh.

p(z) = p(z0 ) +

(6)

z0

This function must be inverted to convert the pressure measurement to a depth
value. Variation of each term adds uncertainty in the depth measurement. Not all
sources of variation are practically relevant.
The most significant source of depth bias at Monterrey A was found to be tidal
variation in the height of the sea surface z0 . The tidal model examined in Section
3.4.1 accounted for 56 of the measured 58 centimeters of depth bias between the
pre- and post-disturbance surveys. Atmospheric pressure at the sea surface p(z0 )
has also been proposed as a source of error. It is shown to produce up to 3cm of
variation in Section 3.4.2. Changes in water density as a function of depth ρ(h)
can also change the measured pressure at a given depth. The standard Fofonoff
equation that ignores seawater properties introduced an error of approximately
1.47m to all surveys. As with x/y position, however, change detection is more
concerned with the difference between survey vertical datums. Section 3.4.3 will
show that error between surveys introduced by changes in the watercolumn is on
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the order of 3.5cm although the analysis is limited by the small quantity of available
data.
The only remaining term in Equation 6 is the gravity term. Although gravity
can vary with location, the gravitational anomaly is dominated by a dependence
on latitude [12]. Changes in gravity over time are small compared to other sources
of error [14].
3.4.1

Tides
NA031 Tidal Anomaly
1.5

6−Hour Filtered GPS tide
TPXO 7.2 Prediction
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Figure 32: Tides during Monterrey A excavation. Survey times are indicated with
red boxes. The average value over the entire time on-site was removed from each
dataset to produce a tide anomaly value within the excavation time window. This
avoids the need to correct for changes in datum with timescales significantly longer
than the expedition. The average tide anomaly for each survey is marked with a
blue “x.”
The largest source of depth bias between surveys was found to be tides. The
conventional solution is to use a tide gauge. NOAA tide gauges in the Gulf of
Mexico are concentrated on the coastline. No data was found within 100km of the
survey site. Instead, a tidal prediction at the Monterrey A site for the duration of
the excavation is shown as the blue line in Figure 32. The prediction is interpolated
from an hourly output of the TPXO 7.2 tidal inversion computed with the Matlab
Tidal Model Driver [15, 16]. The computed tide model accounts for 96.6% of depth
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bias between the pre- and post-disturbance surveys.
One hypothesized method to correct for tidal changes is to use the survey
ship’s GPS to measure sea surface height directly. A 6-hour moving average filter
was used to eliminate noise from waves and other short-term phenomena and
the filtered altitude measurement is shown in green in Figure 32. Although the
GPS height shows changes at similar time scales, it does not match the observed
difference in survey depth biases as closely as the predicted tide. This could be
due to a number of factors, including earth tides. Changes in Nautilus’s draft as
ballasting is adjusted and other unrecorded phenomena add further errors. Given
these limitations and the close agreement between the well-established TPXO 7.2
model and the observed depth biases, a TPXO-derived tidal correction was applied
to all depth measurements.
3.4.2

Atmospheric Pressure
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Figure 33: Variation in depth due to pressure near Monterrey A. Pressure change
is presented as variation about the mean to highlight differences. Neglecting differences in density, one millibar of pressure is approximately one centimeter of depth.
These data are from a fixed oil platform about 100km from Monterrey A.
Atmospheric pressure sets the initial force on the column of water above
the depth sensor. Corrections for atmospheric pressure may be required to meet
IHO requirements for shallow-water surveying [17]. No barometric pressure was
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recorded aboard Nautilus during the Monterrey A excavation. Data from the
closest Nation Data Buoy Center (NDBC) station was used for this analysis instead. Station 42361 is a fixed drilling platform operated by Shell International.
Pressure for the duration of the Monterrey A excavation is shown in Figure 33a.
Although variance within a survey is small, pressure effects could result in up to
five centimeters of depth bias between surveys.
For future surveys, it is helpful to understand the magnitude of these effects
more generally. Although a complete analysis using a large number of stations is
beyond the scope of this work, a rudimentary analysis of station 42361 over all
of 2013 should provide crude insight into the observed variation. A histogram of
all pressures recorded by station 42361 during most of 2013 is shown in Figure
33b. The 7,387 hourly samples have an average pressure of 1015.8 millibar and a
standard deviation of 4.4 millibar. High rates of change in barometric pressure are
associated with weather phenomena that may prevent survey activities [18].
3.4.3

Water Column Properties

The final potentially-significant source of error in depth sensor measurement
comes from changes in the density of the water column above the survey site. Seawater density varies with temperature, salinity, and pressure. When integrated
over a 1,330m water column, these errors could be significant. The SBE49 conductivity, temperature, depth (CTD) sensor on Hercules routinely logs whenever
Herc is in the water. Each descent and ascent thus provides a single crude CTD
cast. Unlike a conventional CTD/rosette, little effort is made to run the cast at
consistent speed. Although the SBE49 is a pumped CTD with internal automated
algorithms to reduce salinity spiking and other common CTD artifacts, the data
provided is often of modestly lower quality than a dedicated CTD/rosette [19, 20].
Of the five dives performed during the cruise (H1273-H1277), the ascent of H1273
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and descent of H1274 had data gaps that prevented their use as CTD casts.
Seawater Properties By Depth
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(a) CTD Casts over Monterrey A
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Figure 34: Seawater properties and their effect on depth sensor measurements
above Monterrey A based on eight casts taken during ROV descents and ascents.
The eight best casts are shown overlaid in Figure 34a. Temperature and
salinity are as reported by the instrument. Seawater density was computed using
the TEOS-10 equations [21] as implemented by the Matlab version of the Gibbs
Seawater Toolbox [22]. Water density is quite stable, particularly below 200m
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depth. Depths used by the real-time navigation software on Hercules are not
corrected for any water column properties. Figure 34b shows the difference between
a pressure to depth conversion that integrates density changes and a latitude-only
correction similar to [12]. Mean error values were computed for one meter bins
for each cast. The per-bin mean over all eight casts is shown in the middle figure.
The standard deviation within a bin is shown in the right graph of Figure 34b.
As usual, the absolute error of 147cm at 1330m is less important than how
that error changes between surveys. The standard deviation between all eight
casts is approximately 3.6cm. This suggests the effect of changes in water column
properties between surveys is on the order of ±5cm. The quality of this analysis
is limited by the small number of casts used. Below 200m, the error is extremely
stable. The bin-to-bin change in error has a standard deviation under 1mm from
200m down to the site depth of 1330m. This also accounts for the leveling-off of
the standard deviation graph seen in Figure 34b. Given that most of the changes
in seawater properties occur in the top few hundred meters, diurnal heating and
cooling effects are likely a major source of variation. The eight casts available do
not provide enough data to fully characterize this daily behavior.
For these reasons, 3.6cm is only an approximation of the error introduced by
density changes. No correction was applied to compensate for this phenomena. In
the absence of casts close to survey start and end times, an attempt to compensate
for such modest errors may add more bias than it removes.
3.4.4

Error Budget for Environmental Changes

A summary of the various depth sensor biases is given in Table 3. Errors
within the time span of the excavation are described as relative errors and may
affect the depth bias between change detection surveys. Absolute errors are those
errors that are stable over the time of the excavation. While not relevant for
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Error Source
Relative Error Absolute Error
Tides
58 cm
Not Investigated
Barometric Pressure
3cm
5cm
Water Properties
5cm
147cm
Table 3: A summary of the magnitude and effect of various depth sensor bias
sources. Absolute error refers to an approximate bias over the time of the entire
excavation and affects the global position estimate of the survey. Relative error
gives the magnitude of effects between the surveys at Monterrey A.
the surveys presented here, these errors may be significant if Monterrey A is resurveyed in future years. A model-based tidal was applied to the depth values used
to process the surveys shown here. No other corrections were applied. While the
tidal correction removed the majority of depth bias, any change analysis must be
robust to a small shift in depth datum.
3.5

Excavation-Induced Bathymetric Changes

(a) Wood experiments deployed at Monterrey A (b) Stern of Monterrey A, showing demijohns

Figure 35: Items on the Seafloor that changed at Monterrey A during the survey.
The wood experiments (left) were deployed forward of the bow datum brick, while
one of the demijohns at the stern (right) was recovered.
Some 40 hours of excavation work was conducted over four dives between
the pre- and post-disturbance surveys. During this time, artifacts were removed,
experiments deployed, and a suction excavator displaced sediment. Some of the
larger ceramics recovered, such as one of the demijohns in Figure 35b, were large
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enough to be visible in the bathymetry surveys. Similarly, two wood degradation
experiments (Figure 35a) were deployed off the site’s stern. These should also
be visible as a bathymetric change. Suction excavator impacts are more difficult
to quantify. In general, disturbance to the site may be expected to correlate
with where Hercules spent time during the excavation. Even lifting a jar is a
time-consuming process with a robotic manipulator. A 2D histogram of Hercules
positions during the excavation is shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36: A 2D histogram of Hercules positions at Monterrey A as measured by
the LBL shown with a logarithmic scale. Changes made during the excavation
should be strongly correlated with where Hercules spent time.
Sediment properties play a key role in how any excavation will appear in
a bathymetric map. The surveys were conducted within tens of hours of the
excavation holes and no significant bottom currents were observed on-site. It is
unlikely that any excavated holes were filled in by current-driven activity. Although
sediment push-cores were taken, they were analyzed for bulk chemistry, meiofauna,
and hydrocabons but not grain size. The mechanical properties of the soil cannot
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(a) Imprint of Hercules on the seafloor

(b) Datum brick 6.5m forward of the (c) Datum brick 2.8m aft of the heavilybow
excavated stern

Figure 37: Images of seafloor disturbance after excavation. (a) A portion of the
post-disturbance survey showing the effect of resting ROV Hercules on the seafloor.
Note the shadow-creating hard ridge, which suggests the sediment has at least
some adhesion. (b,c) Datum bricks from the bow and stern of the site. These
were placed immediately prior to the start of the excavation, and may indicate
how much sediment stirred up by the excavation landed on structures. Scales are
approximate.
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be verified with any great accuracy. Impressions of the bottom of the Hercules
ROV on the seafloor may provide some qualitative sense of sediment properties.
One such artifact is shown in Figure 37a. The crisp lines and well-defined ridge,
visible from its shadow, suggest the soil may be of moderate grain size or smaller
and has at least some adhesion. Much of the on-site digging used Hercules’ suction
excavation pump. This tool exhausts removed sediment out the back of Hercules
onto the site. Exhausted sediment formed a thin film over the site near excavated
areas, as may be seen in the photomosaics of Figure 17. A layer of sediment may
be seen in the post-disturbance photomosaic on the datum brick 2.8m from the
heavily-excavated stern section (Figure 37c). Compare this to the pristine datum
brick 6.5m from the barely-disturbed bow shown in Figure 37b. While it is difficult
to say anything conclusive about the sediment properties, the visible adhesion and
lack of current suggests that any holes dug during the excavation likely did not
experience sudden collapse. While the suction excavation tool did leave a layer
of sediment on portions of the site, as seen in the datum brick, the thickness of
that layer is likely small. These properties combine to suggest that Hercules was
capable of excavating well-defined, detectable depressions.
3.6

Processing Multiple Surveys for Change Detection
Each of the surveys processed in Section 3.3 is referenced to its own datum.

The last field-computed LBL fix before the start of the survey is used to initialize
the DR filter. That fix also provides an origin latitude and longitude which is
used to convert the survey’s local x/y coordinates into a geodetic reference frame.
The origin of each survey is thus determined by a single LBL navigation fix. This
navigation is insufficiently accurate to reference two surveys to a common datum
for change detection.
The goal of the alignment process is to estimate the transform between each
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survey’s reference frame and a common reference frame. The reference frame of the
first survey is used as the common datum. Rigid alignment estimates a simple offset
between additional surveys and the common datum using each survey’s bathymetry
surface. Non-rigid alignment represents the offset between each survey’s reference
frame and the common reference frame as an anchor node [23]. The anchor nodes
are used to merge the factor graphs for all relevant surveys into a single graph that
can be minimized.
3.6.1

Rigid Alignment

Rigid alignment is the extension of submap matching techniques to entire
surveys. As with submap alignment, a sum-of-squared differences (SSD) error
metric was minimized to find the offset between maps. Any other pointcloud
alignment technique may also be used. Each map remains rigid throughout the
registration and differencing procedure. The large pre-disturbance survey was
used as the basemap for both differencing operations. The difference between the
small and large pre-disturbance surveys is presented as a baseline case in Figures
40, 41, and 42 for the DR, LBL, and single-survey SLAM navigation solutions.
The difference between the post-disturbance and large pre-disturbance surveys
for the same selection of navigation solutions is shown in Figures 44, 45, and
46. Navigation methods that produced more self-consistent maps in Section 3.3.4
produce difference surfaces with more clearly-identifiable bathymetric changes.
The rigid alignment can only solve for the offset between surveys. It does not
exploit the significant overlap between surveys to refine the navigation solution for
either survey.
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3.6.2

Non-Rigid Alignment With Anchor Nodes

The Submap-SLAM framework already provides a mechanism to represent
uncertainty within a survey and refine a survey’s positioning based on links within
the survey. Single survey SLAM estimates a map surface using constraints from
dead-reckoning and how well the submaps of a survey align with each other. Multisession SLAM estimates a map surface using the same dead-reckoning and intrasurvey submap constraints while also using constraints based on how well submaps
align between the two surveys. These additional constraints between surveys provide further information for the SLAM navigation solution and produce a different
map surface than single-survey SLAM would. It is for this reason the alignment
process is described as non-rigid. Adding submap matches between surveys introduces two practical problems: a significant increase in the size of the SLAM
estimation problem and the uncertain relationship between the datum of each
survey.
Submap links between surveys influence the navigation solution of both surveys. The non-rigid alignment procedure thus requires solving the combined SLAM
problem for both surveys simultaneously. The surveys at Monterrey A are already
slightly larger than the 100-submap performance limit of EKF-based SubmapSLAM [24]. The combined large pre-disturbance and post-disturbance factor graph
has 279 vehicle states to estimate. Although beyond the recommended limit for
EKF SLAM [24], factor graphs have been demonstrated with thousands of states
both in Section 3.3.2’s LBL solution and the literature [25, 26, 27].
Uncertainty in the transform between survey datums is the second major
problem in survey merging. The transform between each survey and the common
reference frame are included in the factor graph as anchor nodes and estimated
during the SLAM process. This method has been demonstrated for the full six
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degree of freedom visual SLAM problem [23]. The registration method used does
not provide additional attitude information, so each reference frame is assumed
to be well-constrained in attitude and only the three-dimensional position offset
(x, y, z) is estimated.

Survey 1
Anchor
Nodes

Submap
Factors

Survey 2

Figure 38: Anchor nodes represent the transform between each reference frame
and a common reference frame. They are used to both transform the results to
the common datum and to for submap-to-submap factors between surveys.
A relative pose measurement between state i in survey j and state k in survey
` gives a relative pose constraint zik . Adding this constraint to the factor graph
requires computing the expected relative pose pik based on each of these poses
in their respective survey reference frames pji and p`k . The pose pji may be
transformed to the common reference frame g using the transform Tgi as
pgi = Tgj ⊕ pji .
The compounding operator of Smith, Self and Cheeseman [28, 29], denoted ⊕, is
used to combine coordinate transforms to find state i in the common reference
frame via the transform Tgj . The relative pik between this pose pgi and pose k
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from survey ` is thus
pik = pgj

pgk = (Tgj ⊕ pji )

(Tg` ⊕ p`k ) .

Relative pose constraints between poses in different surveys require four nodes:
the vehicle states xi and xk , which include poses, and the transforms Tgj and
Tg` between each survey and the common reference frame. These transforms are
the “anchors” for each survey and are estimated using anchor nodes. Relative
pose measurements within a survey do not require anchor nodes and may be used
exactly as in the single survey case.
In practice, it is convenient to use the reference frame of one of the surveys at
the common reference frame. The anchor node for this survey is still included in
the factor graph with a very strong prior to keep it close to the identity transform.
The anchor nodes for additional surveys are added with a prior constraint based on
the rigid alignment. Existing submap-to-submap measurements within a survey
are unaffected by the presence of other surveys referenced to their own datums.
Relative pose measurements between surveys further refine these transforms and
reduce their uncertainty. The anchor transform for each survey is applied to the
estimated navigation solution after the SLAM process has finished. Uncertainty
in this transform introduces uncertainty in the navigation solution that would not
be present in the single-survey case.
The position uncertainty estimate for the merged large and small predisturbance surveys is shown in Figure 39. The DR uncertainty with a rigid
alignment is shown in green, a rigid alignment of the single-survey SLAM solutions in red, and the multi-session alignment with anchor nodes is shown in blue.
The additional uncertainty introduced by the anchor transforms is clearly visible
in the depth uncertainty. The second DR survey uncertainty (the dashed green
line) does not include any additional uncertainty from datum merging and is likely
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overconfident. Non-rigid alignment adds some information to the individual surveys and reduces their x/y uncertainty slightly. The primary benefit of merging
the factor graphs is an improved estimate of the offset between surveys. Overall,
navigation uncertainty in the common reference frame is less than 15cm in both x
and y.
3.6.3

Results

Change detection results are only meaningful if the change is large relative to
the depth uncertainty. Total propagated uncertainty (TPU) is not available for
these surveys, so all changes less than ±2.5cm were assumed to be statistically
insignificant based on a combination of depth and multibeam uncertainty. Areas
that did not change by at least this amount are shown in white. The colormap
is centered about the average change value for each survey to allow for the depth
sensor errors of Section 3.4. The large pre-disturbance survey was used as the
base map in all cases. Areas of the map that are shallower in the survey being
compared are shown in green and areas that are deeper are shown in red. Green
corresponds to material that was added between surveys, and red for material that
was removed. Both colors saturate for changes above ±25cm in order to show small
changes.
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(b) Navigation uncertainty for the large pre-disturbance and post-disturbance survey

Figure 39: Uncertainty in the merged multi-session surveys. The large predisturbance survey took place during the first 100 minutes. On each graph, the
second survey begins at the 100 minute mark. The strictly DR uncertainty (green)
resets to the initial value of 10cm in the horizontal. The plotted value does not include uncertainty in the transform to the common datum. The rigid SLAM result
(red) does include that additional uncertainty but horizontal uncertainty within
each survey is bounded by SLAM. Submap measurements between surveys significantly reduces the anchor node uncertainty for the multi-session results (blue)
and achieves horizontal navigation uncertainty similar to SLAM results for the
large pre-disturbance survey. Depth is well-constrained for both surveys by the
depth sensor, and differences in depth uncertainty result from the anchor node z
uncertainty. Time between the first and second surveys has been removed from
the graph to ease comparison.
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Figure 40: Measured change between pre-disturbance surveys, DR navigation and rigid alignment.
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Figure 41: Measured change between pre-disturbance surveys, LBL navigation and rigid alignment.
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Figure 42: Measured change between pre-disturbance surveys, Single-Survey Bathy-SLAM navigation and rigid alignment.
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Figure 43: Measured change between pre-disturbance surveys, multi-session BathySLAM.
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Figure 44: Change between large pre-disturbance and post-disturbance survey, as measured with DR navigation and rigid
alignment.
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Figure 45: Change between large pre-disturbance and post-disturbance survey, as measured with LBL navigation and rigid
alignment.
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Figure 46: Change between large pre-disturbance and post-disturbance survey, as measured with single-survey Submap-SLAM
and rigid alignment.
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Figure 47: Change between large pre-disturbance and post-disturbance survey, as measured with multi-session SubmapSLAM.
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Figure 48: Histograms of the change detection surfaces in Figures 40-47. The
mean of each histogram has been set to zero to aide comparison. Changes less
than 2.5cm are considered statistically insignificant and are shown in grey.

Navigation error introduces noise into the difference between surveys that can
easily obscure the small changes made to the site between surveys. The histogram
of values in the difference surfaces provides a method to evaluate the quality of
the change detection results. These histograms for both the difference between the
two pre-disturbance surveys, between which no changes were made, and between
the pre-disturbance and post-disturbance surveys are shown in Figure 48. The
mean survey difference was subtracted from each change surface before computing the histogram to account for differences in how the various survey alignment
methods treat changes in the vertical datum. In the absence of change, shown
in Figure 48a, the ideal histogram would appear as an extremely sharp peak at
0cm. The histogram for changes made during the survey, in Figure 48b, should
also be clustered close to 0cm as the area affected by changes is much smaller
than the unchanged area (see Figure 47). The mean µ and standard deviation
σ in centimeters are given in Table 4 for the “no-change” surfaces between the
two pre-disturbance surveys and the “change” surfaces between the large pre- and
post-disturbance surveys.
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Method No-Change µ Change µ No-Change σ
DR
-1.0
-1.5
3.8
LBL
-1.0
-0.7
4.2
Rigid-SLAM
-0.5
-1.1
3.4
-0.0
-0.3
3.1
Multi-session

Change σ
3.3
3.1
2.7
2.5

Table 4: Statistics for the changes surfaces. The “No-Change” columns show the
statistics for the histograms in Figure 48a from the difference surfaces between
the two pre-disturbance surveys. The “change” columns give statistics for the
difference surfaces between the large pre- and post-disturbance surveys. All values
in cm, with µ and σ being the sample mean and standard deviation. Measured
“change” due to navigation error overwhelms the actual change due to excavation,
resulting in the higher average change for the no-change case.
All changes less that ±2.5cm are considered statistically insignificant and are
shown in white on the change maps. The value of the histogram outside this
threshold is particularly important. In the region beyond ±2.5cm, the LBL and
DR solutions both have similar histogram values for both sets of change maps. The
multi-session SLAM algorithm resulted in modest improvement over the rigidlyaligned SLAM surfaces.
Multi-session SLAM proved modestly effective at improving the quality of the
change detection surfaces. SLAM algorithms typically assume a fixed environment.
The changes at Monterrey A were small enough that this assumption remained
valid. Most changes were small relative to the size of a submap, and a manual
review of the proposed submap links was sufficient to reject invalid links. If enough
of the site has changed that very few valid submap links between surveys are
found, then multi-session SLAM will give the same solution as rigid-alignment
SLAM algorithm. Even if the site changes significantly between surveys, singlesession SLAM can still provide significant performance improvements over costly
and time-consuming LBL beacon network.
The excellent quality of the SLAM solution at Monterrey A was in part a
result of the large number of high-quality submap-to-submap matches available.
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Submap-SLAM will revert to the DR navigation solution if insufficient submap-tosubmap measurements are available. The quality of submap-to-submap matches
is dependent on the properties of the submaps being matched and thus on the
properties of the seafloor being imaged. Predicting the value of a particular piece
of seafloor for registration allows a surveyor to not only select a navigation approach but also to adjust the survey plan to improve navigation performance. The
relationship between seafloor properties and Submap-SLAM performance and a
method to predict submap-to-submap matching performance in real-time during
a survey are explored in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
Predicting Submap-SLAM Performance from Seafloor Properties
4.1

Submap SLAM
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) methods are a broad class

of techniques that use mapping sensors to improve an estimate of both the environment and a robot’s trajectory. Bathymetric Submap-SLAM does this with
bathymetric sonars by grouping consecutive multibeam sonar measurements into
small patches of terrain known as submaps. These submaps may then be registered to provide additional navigation constraints beyond the initial dead-reckoning
navigation solution. Submap-SLAM has been demonstrated to work well in areas
where the seafloor has enough structure for submaps to be registered accurately
[1]. Submap methods can be extended to exploit recent advances in Factor-Graph
SLAM methods for large data sets [2] and work well in conjunction with other
graph-based SLAM methods for fusing other data sources, principally stereo cameras [3, 4]. Submap-SLAM only works in regions where the seafloor provides enough
information to register submaps correctly. If the seafloor is too flat, registration
may produce large errors outside the estimated uncertainty of the registration measurement. These errors are analogous to a data-association failure in feature-based
SLAM, and often result in navigation solutions that are dramatically worse than
the dead-reckoning solution.
This chapter presents several metrics that can be used to predict how “registerable” a piece of seafloor is and how useful it will be for reducing the final navigational uncertainty. Registerability refers to how well-suited a particular area of
the seafloor is to being uniquely registered when seen multiple times. Flat regions
will not register well, if at all, while regions with enough structure to well-constrain
the registration process are highly registerable.
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The resulting metrics may then be used to guide further data collection to
minimize the final map uncertainty. In contrast to the active SLAM methods
[5, 6], this does not require running the SLAM algorithm online. Instead, the
focus is on providing a highly efficient metric that may be employed on vehicles
with even the most basic computing hardware available.
Real-time navigation only needs to be good enough to keep the vehicle near its
survey track. Many practical applications may use external acoustic navigation,
such as Ultra Short Baseline (USBL) positioning, to achieve the required accuracy.
Any computing power used to refine the navigation solution beyond what is operationally useful uses power that may be better spent on path-planning or increased
run time. For these reasons, this chapter focuses on simple metrics that may be
computed directly from the data while still allowing real-time planning software
to optimize a survey path that benefits later post-processing.
The requirements of the final metric are as follows. First, it must reflect the
effects of the bathymetry on the quality of the final navigation solution. Secondly,
the metric must be causal and use only data that has already been observed.
The metric should be computationally efficient to save power. Additionally, the
registerability metric should reflect the properties of the underlying bathymetry
rather than artifacts introduced by the measurement process. Finally, the metric
must be insensitive to navigation error.
These represent the general requirements for a metric to be computed online
from the dead-reckoning the navigation solution. Insensitivity to navigation artifacts is particularly important. Dead-reckoning navigation errors may introduce
artifacts that look like highly-registrable features. An online metric should be
robust to such errors.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The Cramer-Rao Lower-Bound
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Figure 49: A navigation artifact that appears to be registrable. In this 2014 survey
of the Kick’em Jenny volcano, the corner of one line caught the edge of the crater
wall. Due to a navigation error, that corner appears by itself almost 3.5m from
the actual crater wall. In that context, it appears to be a well-defined spire that
should match well rather than the simple artifact it actually is. A 2.5m grid is
draped over the bathymetry for x/y scale.
(CRLB) for Submap-SLAM is used in Section 4.2 to show that the information in
Submap-SLAM may be reduced to a dead-reckoning part and a submap matching part, thus demonstrating the intuitive result that all navigation improvement
comes from submap registration measurements. This result motivates the submap
autoregistration metric presented in Section 4.3.1, in which a submap is registered
to itself. The autoregistration metric provides the most direct measure of how
useful a submap is likely to be to the SLAM solution. Autoregistration requires
running the full registration algorithm and may be too computationally intense
for some applications. A normal-based metric, similar to normal space occupancy
metric of [1], is presented Section 4.3.2. The normal metric is found to be more
computationally-intense than autoregistration. A more practical method that measures the slope-corrected z-variance of a portion of seafloor is presented in Section
4.3.3. Both normal and z-variance metrics are compared to the autoregistration
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metric in Section 4.4. Finally, discussion is concluded in Section 4.5 with the
z-variance metric shown to meet the requirements outline above.
4.2 Predicting SLAM Performance From Submap Properties
4.2.1 Probabilistic Models for SLAM
A Bayesian model for Submap-SLAM is a prerequisite for further analysis. In
keeping with the model introduced in the previous chapter, the vehicle’s state at
time t is represented as

h

xt = x, y, z, θ, φ, ψ, ẋ, ẏ, ż, θ̇, φ̇, ψ̇

iT

.

The vehicle trajectory from the initial time until time step t is represented
as the set of states Xt = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xt } = {x1:t }. Consecutive bathymetric
measurements are grouped into submaps. Each submap is represented as a cloud
of points relative to an origin for each submap. Submaps are kept small enough that
navigational error within a submap is smaller than the resolution of the mapping
sensor. For economy of representation, only the submap origins are represented as
xt , where the submap time is the time of the first ping in that submap. The key
approximation of Submap-SLAM is that the SLAM problem may be reduced to
estimating the submap origin poses. These submap origin poses may then be used
to reconstruct either a complete map or estimated vehicle trajectory for the entire
survey.
Following the convention of the Kalman Filter literature, all sensor measurements are denoted z. These measurements are classified into one of three groups,
and these groups are identified with their indices. The first class are direct measurements of the vehicle state, typically heading, pitch, roll and depth. These
measurements are filtered and interpolated to the time indices of interest and denoted zi .
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An Augmented State Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is used to collect measurements from the vehicle’s dead-reckoning sensors into a dead reckoning measurement zi,i+1 modeled as a 6-dimensional multivariate Gaussian constraint with
covariance Ri,i+1 between consecutive states i and i + 1 [2]. The portions of the
vehicle’s state that can be measured directly, principally heading, pitch, roll and
depth, are interpolated to the time of each multibeam ping and collected into zi .
The error for these measurements is assumed to be Gaussian with covariance Ri .
Together, constraints between poses {zi,i+1 } and absolute constraints on individual poses {zi } contain all information from the dead-reckoning sensors. Solving
for the trajectory x1:N that minimizes the error in these observations gives the
dead-reckoning measurement.
Submap-SLAM improves the final navigation solution by adding submap
registration measurements between overlapping submaps.

Let the set of all

pairs of submaps that actually overlap be represented as a set of index pairs
M = {j, k}, j 6= k such that j, k are in M if and only if submaps j and k overlap for
the true location of their origin. Registering these submaps gives a measurement
zj,k , j 6= k with covariance matrix Rj,k .
All the measurements, including odometry, absolute navigation sensors, and
submap registration measurements are combined into an estimation framework in
order to estimate a navigation solution with lower variance than a purely deadreckoning-based solution. In this case, the log-likelihood function of the measurements, with normalizing constant η, is proportional to

log p(all z|X1:N ) = log η +

N
−1
X

||(xi+1

xi ) − zi,i+1 ||Ri,i+1

i=0

+

N
X
i=0

||xi − zi ||Ri +

X

||(xj

xk ) − zj,k ||Rj,k .

M

where denotes ||·||R is the Mahalanobis distance with covariance R, or ||·||R =
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·T R−1 ·. The

operator is the relative pose difference operator of Smith and

Cheeseman [7]. Alternately, these constraints may be used to construct a linear
least-squares problem where the error for each measurement is weighted by the
square-root information matrix. Such constructs are the basis of Factor-Graph
SLAM methods. Following the derivation in the Factor Graph Smoothing and
Mapping paper of [8], the problem may be linearized in matrix form as

X̂ = argmin ||AX − b||2
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As in Dellart and Kaess’s 2006 introduction to Factor Graph SLAM [8], the
Jacobians are weighted by multiplying the measurement covariance matrices from
the left to simplify the problem to a simple least-squares solution. Fi and Gi
are the weighted Jacobians of the of the dead-reckoning measurement model with
respect to xi−1 and xi , respectively. Similarly, Ki is the Jacobian of the absolute
measurement model with respect to xi , and Hj,k and Jj,k are the Jacobians of
the measurement model between submaps j and k with respect to xj and xk ,
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respectively. The topmost partition contains the constraints generated between
consecutive poses by dead-reckoning. The middle partition contains constraints
resulting from absolute measurements of vehicle state, e.g., heading. The bottom
partition results from registration measurements between submaps. There are no
landmarks in this construction. All states in X are vehicle poses at some time
index of interest.
4.2.2

An Information View of Submap-SLAM

The Cramer Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) is an important tool in estimation theory that provides a lower bound for the variance of an unbiased estimate X̂1:N of a
true quantity X1:N from the log-likelihood log p(X1:N ). For this estimation problem, the true trajectory X1:N is treated as the parameter vector. The Cramer-Rao
Lower bound is the inverse of the Fisher Information matrix of a given estimator. Recall that the linearized estimation problem of the previous section was
pre-multiplied with the measurement covariance matrices to simply the problem.
Since each measurement is independent, the linearized problem may be modeled
as having additive noise that is Independent and Identically Distributed (IID). IID
linear estimation problems have the well-known to have an information matrix [9]
given by
I(X1:N ) = AT A.
This is the limit for the linearized estimation problem, and not the true non-linear
problem initially introduced. Thus, although the linearized problem attains the
CLRB, the non-linear version does not. The linearized problem, however, provides
the appropriate insights with much simpler math.
Expanding AT A by partitioning the A matrix into the dead-reckoning / absolute measurement piece D and submap matching piece M gives
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T

A A=



D

T

M

T





D
M



= (DT D + M T M ).

DT D is the Fisher Information Matrix for the dead-reckoning navigation problem. This result agrees with the property that Fisher Information of independent
measurements simply adds. The contribution from submap links to the Fisher
Information is M T M . Conceptually, the “larger” this matrix product, the more
information has been obtained from submap matching and the lower the uncertainty in the final navigation estimate. The magnitude of a matrix is not itself a
simple concept. The matrix M is structured as


M1
 M2 


M =  .. 
 . 
ML
with each block of rows M` giving the results of a single submap-to-submap registration. Applying the same partitioning method to the rows of matrix M shows
that the Fisher Information of the submap measurements as a whole is the sum of
the individual measurements m` . For L submap-to-submap measurements, this is
T

M M=

L
X

M`T M` .

`=0

Each row of the matrix M comes from a single submap-to-submap match. Taking
each row-block M` , the resulting products M`T M` are outer products and, for N
poses to estimate, are 6N × 6N . Each product M`T M` gives the information gain
from each submap match. More submap matches increases the total information.
This observation agrees with the obvious intuition.
Recall that each row-block of the matrix A was multiplied through on the left
by its square-root information matrix in order to reduce the Malhabois distance
error metric to a simple least-squares criterion. The weighted Jacobian matrices
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Hj,k and Jj,k are composed of the product of the square-root information matrix
−1/2

for the link, Rj,k

as well as the unweighted Jacobians H̄j,k and J¯j,k as
−1/2

−1/2
Jj,k = Rj,k J¯j,k .

Hj,k = Rj,k H̄j,k

The outer product M`T M` may thus be expanded as
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Noting that Rj,k Rj,k
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−1
= Rj,k
= R`−1 and collecting the raw Jacobians into

T
T
a matrix M̄j,k = [· · · H̄j,k
· · · J¯j,k
· · · ]T = M̄` , the information content of a single

link ` from pose j to k can be expressed as
M`T M` = M̄`T R`−1 M̄` .
The raw Jacobian matrices transform the information matrix from the measurement reference frame into constraints on the two poses j and k. The effect of
this transform on the magnitude of the information added by the link is therefore
minimal. The information added to the estimation problem by a link is therefore
dominated by the covariance of that link.
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This derivation of the information added by a single pose-to-pose constraint
assumes an omniscient submap registration algorithm that can register any submap
pair presented that actually overlaps. Sensor noise, small overlap area, and other
issues prevent the majority of overlapping submaps from generating valid links.
Overlap that fails to result in a valid link measurement removes the measurement
zj,k from the pose graph, reduces the overall amount of Fisher information, and
increases navigation error in the final map. Failed submap links are therefore
a missed opportunity to use available environment data to refine the navigation
solution. Failed submap links, where the submap registration pipeline misses an
opportunity to make a valid link, can not degrade the navigation solution below the
quality of the dead-reckoned solution. Invalid links, where the registration process
produces a link with significant errors in uncertainty, are a far more significant
problem.
4.2.3

Submap-to-Submap Link Validity

Invalid links pose a much larger problem than links with high variance, as
they can corrupt the navigation solution beyond the uncertainty represented in
the SLAM optimization framework. Invalid links typically occur in regions of poor
registerability. A reasonable definition is required before discussing how submap
registration performance metrics may be used to avoid invalid links.
Submap registration borrows from the point cloud registration literature and
is typically described as estimating a relative pose between two submaps. SLAM
frameworks require a probability density function (PDF) over the relative pose
zj,k between the two submaps in question. The usual SLAM registration pipelines
solve this by assuming that the estimated relative pose measurement ẑj,k is the
mean of a Gaussian PDF with an estimated or assumed covariance matrix. The
goal of submap relative pose estimation is to produce an estimate of the PDF over
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the relative pose between submaps conditioned on the bathymetry itself, p̂(zj,k ).
This PDF is usually assumed to be Gaussian, that is
p̂(zj,k ) ≈ N (ẑj,k , R̂j,k ).
Ideally, this PDF is centered around the true value z̃j,k . Given any two true
poses x̃j and x̃k , the true relative pose offset is given through use of Smith, Self
and Cheeseman’s compounding operator [7, 10] as
z̃j,k = x̃j

x̃k .

Intuitively, a link may be said to be “valid” if the true measurement is reasonably probable given the estimated measurement and and associated uncertainty
model. Similarly, a link is “invalid” if the true relative pose is extremely improbably under the resulting PDF. The ideal registration process produces an estimate
ẑj,k that closely agrees with this true value and is independent of navigation measurements. A “valid” link is an estimated measurement and uncertainty model
such that the probability of the true value z̃j,k given the estimated PDF is acceptably high. That is:

A link zˆj,k is:

“Valid” iff
“Invalid” iff

p̂(z̃j,k ) ≥ τ
p̂(z̃j,k ) < τ

where τ is some acceptable threshold value. If the estimated PDF is assumed to be
Gaussian, then it is expedient to re-write the threshold as a Mahalanobis distance,
i.e.,
(
A link zˆj,k is:

“Valid” iff
“Invalid” iff

kz̃j,k − ẑj,k kR̂j,k ≤ τ 0
kz̃j,k − ẑj,k kR̂j,k > τ 0

where τ 0 is the original threshold τ transformed appropriately.
The uncertainty estimate is therefore an integral part of submap registration.
Most submap registration algorithms minimize a cost function over the relative
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pose between submaps to arrive at an optimal estimate of relative pose as
ẑj,k = argmin J(zj,k ).
zj,k

A number of different cost functions and minimization procedures may be used.
The Iterated Closest Point (ICP) family of algorithms use a wide variety of point
cloud to point cloud error metrics and several different optimization methods to
arrive at an estimate of the relative pose offset [11]. For 2D or 3D bathymetric
matching, the simpler Sum of Squared Differences (SSD) metric has also proven
popular [1, 2, 3]. Estimating the uncertainty of a link has received less attention
in the literature. Most implementations either assume a typical value or compute
an uncertainty specific to the terrain underlying each link by fitting an uncertainty
model to the cost function. For example, several implementations fit a quadratic to
the cost function surface near the estimated peak and use that as the measurement
covariance matrix R̂j,k . In this way, the link uncertainty model reflects the terrain
shape and the corresponding degree of certainty in the match.
Invalid submap links come from a number of possible sources. One common
cause of invalid links is attempting to register two submaps that do not actually
overlap. Even when submaps do not actually overlap, the cost function often has
a local minima that may be accepted by the registration algorithm. Errors in the
submaps, either from measurement noise or a systematic error like a lever-arm
offset, can also cause local minima in the cost function to surpass the true global
minimum. This issue is well-known and has been documented since the early
attempts at correcting shipboard SeaBeam Multibeam data during the pre-GPS
era [12, 13].
These issues in submap matching are analogous to errors in data association
with feature-based SLAM methods. As with feature-based methods, data association errors are not modeled by the SLAM framework and typically introduce large
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errors in the final estimated trajectory. Identifying and filtering out these data
association errors is the most significant practical problem in Submap-SLAM. The
only widely-available tool for terrain-based navigation corrections to bathymetry,
MB-System’s mbnavadjust program, therefore recommends that most links be verified by a human. Although mbnavadjust is not a SLAM algorithm, the manual
recommends the operator take great care to avoid adding invalid links [13].
In practice, the true relative pose offset z̃j,k is unknown and this validity metric cannot be evaluated. Links must therefore be classified as either “valid” or
“invalid” based on observable link characteristics. Invalid links are errors not adequately modeled by the estimator model and are thus similar to outliers. The
estimation frameworks most commonly employed for bathymetric SLAM are not
robust to erroneous inputs, so even a single invalid link can significantly degrade
the final SLAM result. Invalid links most commonly occur when a local minima
corrupt the matching process [12, 13]. Focusing survey effort and crossing lines
on parts of the survey with good registration properties helps reduce the likelihood of generating invalid links. An efficient means of identifying such regions
is an important first step in devising a survey method to plan the vehicle’s path
accordingly.
4.3 Metrics to Evaluate Possible Link Quality
4.3.1 Autoregistration
As shown in Section 4.2.2, any improvement in the final navigation solution
from SLAM depends on high-quality, low-covariance links between submaps. The
quality of valid links and the percentage of invalid links varies significantly with
submap content. The most direct way to observe this effect is to register a submap
to itself and examine the resulting cost function and covariance structure. Registering a submap to itself, or “autoregistration,” is a best-case scenario for any
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registration algorithm. There is no noise, distortion, sampling irregularities, or
edge effect issues that can confuse or corrupt the match. As autoregistration uses
only standard output from SLAM-ready registration algorithms it may be used
with a wide variety of registration methods. In the following section, a sum of
squared differences (SSD) metric is used [2]. An example of autoregistration comparing highly-structured and uninteresting submaps is presented in Figure 50.
Autoregistration may be considered an analogy to the variance or autocorrelation of the underlying submap. For correlation-based submap registration
techniques, the cost function of registering a submap to itself is the submap’s
autocorrelation function. Fitting an error model to the autocorrelation function
measures the “width” of the autocorrelation peak. A narrow autocorrelation peak
implies a wide spectral density function [14]. Autocorrelation has a long history in
signal processing to predict time-of-arrival estimation performance in sensing and
communications [9, 15].
Autoregistration produces an estimate of the uncertainty in matching a link
to itself in the form of a covariance matrix. For future analysis, it is helpful to
reduce this covariance matrix to a scalar score for each submap. In this section,
a geometric argument will be used to show that the largest eigenvalue of the
measurement covariance matrix is a natural choice for an uncertainty score.
It is helpful to visualize the uncertainty of a submap relative pose measurement. In one dimension, uncertainty in a Gaussian is often represented as error bars
at some confidence bound from the mean. For a multivariate Gaussian, these error
bars are extended to multidimension ellipsoids. Although this extension works in
any number of dimensions, visualization on the page is simplified by considering
only the 2 × 2 covariance matrix of the submap measurement corresponding to
the x and y terms of the submap pose measurement. In this case, the uncertainty
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(a) Highly registerable submap

(b) A poor submap for registration

(c) Sharp cost function with tight co- (d) Flat cost function with large covarivariance
ance

Figure 50: A comparison of highly-structured and mostly-flat submaps for registration quality. Note how the uncertainty, shown as white concentric ovals in
subfigures (c) and (d), are much larger for the poorly-registerable submap. These
submaps are from different sections of the large pre-disturbance survey of Monterrey A at 1300m depth.
bounds are represented as ellipses. Examples of such error ellipses are shown in
white in Figure 50. The natural choice of a score to represent the uncertainty of a
given Gaussian is the radius of the circle that contains the error ellipse. Geometrically, this is the semi-major axis of the error ellipse. This is also the variance along
the direction with the most variation. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a
standard method to find the direction of maximum variation in a dataset by looking at the eigenvalue / eigenvector decomposition of the data covariance matrix
[16]. Applying the same method, the variance of the principle component of the
measurement covariance matrix is the maximum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix. Intuitively, the seafloor does not constrain position in all directions equally.
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A sloping seafloor constrains navigation well in the up-slope / downslope direction
and poorly in the along-slope direction. The score used is uncertainty in the worst
possible direction.
It is also useful to consider an error in meters, rather than squared meters,
so the final score uses the square root of the largest eigenvalue of the covariance
matrix. This figure behaves like a standard deviation on link uncertainty. Lower
values indicate less uncertainty in the submap match and therefore more information available to improve the navigation solution through SLAM methods.
Once the performance of submap autoregistration has been reduced to a scalar,
it is possible to plot this value over the area of a map to visualize the effect
of terrain variation. To do this, the autoregistration score for each submap was
assigned to each sounding that made up that submap. This value was then gridded
using a standard gridding algorithm in QPS’s DMagic software and draped on the
bathymetry. The remaining metrics of this chapter will be presented in a similar
fashion. The autoregistration score is an error with smaller values indicating better
registration performance. To ease visual comparison with metrics in the upcoming
sections, the autoregistration score is present with a colormap from brown to red
representing poor registerability to white over areas that are highly registerable.
Visualizations of the autoregistration metric are shown for Monterrey A in
Figure 51b, Knidos F in Figure 52b, the Kula mud volcano summit in Figure
53b, and Mt. Dent in Figure 54b. Several interesting phenomena are apparent.
The autoregistration uncertainty is smaller over areas of variable bathymetry, for
example, over the ship remains at Monterrey A and Knidos F. The error is also
larger in submaps that occured at the end of a survey line. The Monterrey A
survey track runs parallel to the ship. The Knidos F site was surveyed from two
directions 90◦ apart, so line ending submaps occur at all four edges of the site.
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The Kula site was surveyed from left to right for the image orientation seen in
Figure 53. The poor registration performance of these submaps is an artifact of
their shape rather than the underlying bathymetry. Autoregistration shows how
both the terrain properties and the shape of the submaps affect the registration
uncertainty.
Autoregistration represents a “gold-standard” figure-of-merit for submap
matching performance, as it requires actually carrying out the matching procedure, which is computationally expensive and likely prohibitive for real-time applications. This motivates the need for a metric that is easier to compute. In
cases where computing power is not strictly restricted, autoregistration does provide high-fidelity results at modest computation cost, requiring an average of only
4.939 seconds per submap over all four datasets presented on a Core i5 desktop.
By comparison, each submap required approximately 67 seconds of data collection,
showing that autoregistration runs far faster than real-time.
4.3.2

Normal Projection as an Alternate Metric for Matching

An alternative registerability metric examines the normal vector for each point
in a submap relative to the normal vector of a best-plane fit to the submap. Specifically, it looks for the length of the component of a point’s normal vector that is
orthogonal to the submap’s normal vector. Submaps with a great deal of 3D structure will have many points with a normal vector that is different from the normal
vector among all points. The point-wise normal vectors in planar submaps will
generally agree strongly with the submap-wide normal vector. This method is
similar to the normal-space occupancy metric used to construct the submaps in
[1].
The component of a point i’s normal vector n̂i that is orthogonal to the
submap normal vector n̂s is indicative of how much an individual point’s slope
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differs from the submap’s slope. This component, vi , may be computed as
vi = n̂i − (n̂i · n̂s )n̂s .
The value of the normal metric for the N points with valid computed normals is
then
vs =

N
1 X
kvi k .
N i=1

Some care is required to account for possible sign differences as the signs of
point cloud surface normals are often ill-defined [17]. Point-wise normal calculation
was done using the Point Cloud Library [18] and requires looking at a neighborhood
of points around the given point. Inspection of the point clouds showed three
grid cells, or 7.5cm, to be an effective search radius for normal calculation with
the BlueView MB1350-90 sonar data. Areas where multibeam bottom detection
was poor, such as at the edge of the swath, had few enough points that normal
estimation was noisy.
To make the comparison to the other metrics, the normal metric was computed
for each individual submap. The value for a given submap was assigned to all
soundings in that submap, and the result was gridded in DMagic using the same
parameters as the autoregistration metric. The results are shown in Figures 51d,
52d, 53d and 54d. Computing the normal vector for the submap is quite quick.
The per-point normal vectors can be quite time-consuming to compute even when
a kD-tree is used for nearest-neightbor searching. An average of 18.43 seconds per
submap was required to compute this metric. Although it still runs in real-time,
it is far slower than autoregistration and does not lend itself to computation on a
rolling-window basis.
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4.3.3

z -Variance as a Fast Metric for Matching Performance

The simplest method of detecting 3D structure simply looks at the variance
of the z-coordinate of every sounding in a submap. In practice, it is helpful to
correct for the slope and other effects. This may be done by fitting a plane to the
submap and looking only at the component of the sounding coordinates normal
to that plane. Rather than actually fitting a plane, it is usually faster to use a
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the same type used for normal estimation.
Specifically, given a set of N submap soundings xi , i ∈ {1, . . . , N } as 3 × 1 column
vectors, one first computes the 3 × 3 covariances matrix of

xt1
t

1 
 x2
x1 x2 . . . xN  ..
Cs =
N −1
 .
xtN

the soundings as



.


An eigenvalue decomposition is then used to perform a Principal Component
Analysis of the pointcloud. The largest eigenvalue corresponds to the direction
with the most variation in position and is usually the along-track direction of
travel. The shortest direction has the least variation and is often used as the
normal estimate [16, 17].
This metric is quite fast to compute. The dot product may be broken up
into sums over the dot products of individual pings, making it easy to compute a
rolling covariance matrix over a fixed number of pings. Reducing the per-sounding
operations to a simple dot product and sum makes this method computationally
cheap. The relatively expensive eigenvalue decomposition is only carried out over
a small 3 × 3 matrix and is only evaluated once per submap.
Although it can be cheaply evaluated over a rolling window, for consistency
with other metrics a single value was computed for each submap, assigned to each
sounding in that submap and gridded in DMagic as with the other two metrics.
The results are shown in Figures 51c, 52c, 53c and 54c.
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One limitation of this method is that it is subject to effects from sampling
density. The raw points are used as-is, and in an online implementation a fixed
number of pings would be used to evaluate the metric. If the vehicle sits in one
place or has a highly variable survey speed, the z variance may be evaluated over
different spatial windows. In practice, surveys are run at consistent altitude and
speed, which limits this effect. If it proves problematic, the point cloud being
evaluated could be re-sampled to a consistent spatial sampling rate by gridding it.
4.4

Comparison of Autoregistration and Normal Variance

(a) Monterrey A bathymetry

(b) Monterrey A autoregistration

(c) Monterrey A z-variance metric

(d) Monterrey A normal metric

Figure 51: Autoregistration and metric results for Monterrey A. To show scale,
5m grid lines were draped over the survey surface.
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(a) Knidos F bathymetry

(b) Knidos F autoregistration

(c) Knidos F z-variance metric

(d) Knidos F normal metric

Figure 52: Registerability metrics for Knidos F. Grid lines are draped on the
bathymetry and spaced 5m apart.
The autoregistration, z-variance, and orthogonal-normal metrics for registerability are presented along with the bathymetry for Monterrey A in Figure 51,
Knidos F in Figure 52, the Kula mud volcano summit in Figure 53, and finally for
the Mt. Dent site in Figure 54.
The three registerability metrics generally agree. As expected, all three metrics heavily favor the region directly over the shipwreck remains in the Monterrey
A and Knidos F datasets. These regions have a great deal of 3D structure and
are expected to register well. The normal metric appears to approximate the autoregistration results more closely than the z-variance method does on Monterrey
A, but the z-variance approach still correctly identifies the most useful area as the
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(a) Kula Summit bathymetry

(b) Kula Summit autoregistration

(c) Kula Summit z-variance metric

(d) Kula Summit normal metric

Figure 53: “Registerability” metric results for the Kula Mud Volcano summit. 5m
grid lines are draped over the surface for scale.
shipwreck itself. Many of the small, degenerate submaps seen in the autoregistration results for Monterrey A and Knidos F are not as strongly flagged as poor in
the z-variance or normal metric maps. This suggests that these methods are more
robust to submap creation issues than the autoregistration metric.
Unlike the shipwreck datasets, the Kula dataset does not include both obviously excellent and obviously poor regions of registerability. All three metrics agree
that a region near the center of the map is highly registerable, but differ slightly
on exactly which regions are most useful. As on the shipwreck datasets, the zvariance and normal metrics appear more robust to, although not quite immune
from, edge effects.
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(a) South side of Mt. Dent, bathymetry

(b) Mt. Dent autoregistration

(c) Mt. Dent Z-variance metric

(d) Mt. Dent normal metric

Figure 54: Autoregistration and metric results for a 2013 survey of a vent field on
the south side of Mt. Dent. Navigation error corrupts the final bathymetric surface, but the registration metrics still pick out the vents themselves as registerable
seafloor. 5m grid lines are draped over the surface for scale.
The Mt. Dent dataset is particularly interesting as it occurs on a hillside.
The bathymetry shown is dead-reckoned and suffers from significant navigation
error. All three metrics still pick out the vent field as the most registerable area
of the survey. The normal metric appears to be a better approximation to the
autoregistration results, especially at Monterrey A and Mt. Dent.
Scatter plots are shown comparing the autoregistration results to the zvariance results in Figure 55a and the normal metric in Figure 55b. Each point
on the scatter plot is a single submap from the dataset indicated by its color.
Although there is strong correlation within each dataset, there is much less correlation between datasets. Furthermore, the relationship between each metric and
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the autoregistration often breaks down as the autoregistration becomes susceptibe
to invalid links. Many of these submaps occur at the end of a line.
The z-variance metric is dramatically faster than the other two methods,
requiring an average of 1.7 milliseconds per submap compared with the autoregistration metric’s average 4.959 seconds per submap (see Table 5). Combined with
the ease of using a rolling window of submaps instead of requiring submaps and
the ease of implementation, the z-variance approach is ideally suited to a real-time
registerability prediction approach.
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(a) Comparison of autoregistration with
z-variance
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(b) Comparing autoregistration and the
normal metric

Figure 55: z-variance and normal metrics compared to the autoregistration metric
for several different datasets.
Autoregistration z-Variance
4.939 s
0.002 s

Normal
18.4332 s

Table 5: Average registerability metric processing time on an Intel Core i5-4670K
desktop CPU over all four datasets

4.4.1

Relationship with Rugosity

Rugosity is a common metric used in habitat classification, geomorphology,
and many other applications [19, 20, 21]. Rugosity is traditionally as the ratio
of the length of a chain laid over the terrain to the total length of that path
projected into a plane. With recent advances in underwater imaging, rugosity is
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(a) Kula Summit bathymetry

(b) Kula Summit normal metric

(c) Fledermaus rugosity

(d) Per-Submap Rugosity

Figure 56: Rugosity metrics over Kula Summit with the normal metric for comparison. Compare with the registerability metrics of Figure 53
now commonly taken as the ratio of surface area to the surface area projected into
a plane-of-best-fit over a given seafloor window [22]. The rugosity definition of
Friedman et. al. over a mesh with triangles of individual area aj and normal vector
n̂j is
P

r=P

aj
j aj |p̂ · n̂j |
j

where p̂ is the normal vector for the plane-of-best-fit over the region of interest.
Rugosity is thus the inverse of an area-weighted mean of the dot product of the
triangle normal and the submap normal.
Rugosity is typically calculated over a small window. Values calculated using
the maximum 12 × 12 window in QPS’s Fledermaus software are shown in Figure
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56c. This looks very similar to a gradient magnitude. For consistency with the rest
of the analysis in this chapter, rugosity calculated over entire submaps is shown
for the Kula dataset in Figure 56d. Note the similarity with the normal metric in
Figure 56b.
Areas where the plane-of-best-fit normal tends to agree with the surface normal of an individual triangle will have a rugosity close to one. Areas where the
two do not commonly agree will have higher rugosity. The normal metric was
intended to measure exactly this. Both metrics look for how a local normal varies
from the submap-wide normal, much as how variance is commonly used to look for
the extent of variation about the mean. Rugosity and the normal metric are thus
much like a variance defined over the normal vectors in that they measure how
much the normal vectors of a submap vary. Submaps with a great deal of normal
vector variation have long been expected to register better than those where the
local normal vectors are close to the submap-wide normal vector [1]. This may be
seen in the similarity to the autoregsitration metric of Section 4.3.1.
4.5

Implications of Submap-Matching Limitations for SLAM and Survey Planning
The z-variance metric provides a causal, fast, approximation to the register-

ability that could be used a first step in on-line planning to optimize crossing and
verification lines. These lines generate the most useful links between submaps
and are an especially important part of the process of collecting data for use with
SLAM. Placing these survey lines over the most useful part of the survey area is a
potentially useful optimization, especially in areas with highly variable structure.
Using regions with the most structure available may also prevent generating invalid
links that introduce unmodeled error into the SLAM navigation solution. Most
of the ROV Hercules surveys are conducted by humans who are quite adept at
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optimizing cross line planning. These metrics are a useful first step in extending
this capability to AUVs and other autonomous platforms.
In addition to the possibilities for on-line planning, some of these metrics may
also be useful for survey planning before beginning a survey. Mapping data from
previous surveys, although usually at a lower resolution, is often available during
pre-survey planning. These metrics provide a principled way to select regions for
crossing and verification lines.
These interest metrics are also intermediate steps towards quantifying the
quality of coverage. Submaps that register well contain a lot of structure that
can be seen at the scale of the submap. This means both that the resolution
of the bathymetric sensor is high enough to measure fine-grained structure and
also that the swath width is wide enough to capture the structure that is present.
If the interesting features to be measured are smaller than the resolution of the
bathymetric sensor, they will be blurred, poorly resolved, and contribute less to
refining the navigation solution than if they had been measured properly. If the
swath width is much narrower than features to be imaged, submaps will appear flat
and register poorly. Narrow swaths also mean that more survey lines are required
to cover the same area. More survey lines in turn mean that more distance must
be covered in a given survey and that more dead-reckoning error will accumulate
over the course of the survey. These results suggest there is an optimal survey
altitude that depends on the characteristics of the sensor and the structure of the
seafloor being measured. The results of this chapter do not attempt to find that
altitude, and it remains a topic for future research.
4.6

Summary
Issues with submap matching in poorly-constrained areas has been a long-

understood issue with using terrain to improve navigation [12]. The metrics pre-
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sented in this chapter provide a way to evaluate the usefulness of surveyed areas
in real-time for navigation refinement through SLAM and other methods. The zvariance metric has been shown to correlate strongly with an autoregistration metric derived from the CRLB for Submap-SLAM as performed with Factor Graphs.
It is computationally cheap enough that almost any vehicle with real-time access to
survey data may use it to predict which regions are most likely to benefit the final
SLAM solution and works well on raw data that has not yet been partitioned into
submaps. The z-variance metric also shows less influence from malformed submaps
at the end of lines than autoregistration, although some influence is clearly apparent (e.g., Figure 54c). Finally, by processing pings as they occur without requiring
a map in a global reference frame, the z-variance approach is relatively robust to
navigation errors from using onboard dead-reckoning-only navigation. The proposed z-variance metric has or approximates many of the properties of the ideal
metric outlined at the beginning of this chapter. Although subject to some limitations, it may provide a computationally cheap basis for online planning of crossing
lines.
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